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CHAPTER I 
niTRODUCTIO 
In recent year t here has been an increasing tr nd tow rd 
specialization of funct ions in most profess ions . Thi ha l ed 
to the formulation of the roles of the specialized groups sine 
an accepted definition of role is t hat it is a "whol et of 
behaviors hioh ar e more or less characteristic of all t he 
occupants of an position. •1 
The concept of role ha implications for both t he 
individual and the social group of which he 1s a member. The 
1 need to develop . maintain, express, and reproduo itself 
necessitat es t he performance of certain functions (roles) for 
both the individual and the group . 2 Conflicts may rise due 
to the discrepancy between t he des i r es of the i ndividual and 
h1 obligations to the social group of which he i a member. 
However, the need to remain an accept ed part of functioning 
group whose purposes are i n a c cord with the individual ' s go 1 
motivate him to abide by the group' s "schedule ot rol 
function..~ . n:3 
1 . ewcomb , Theodo.r e M. Soci 1 P :chology, New York : The 
Dryden Press , 1950, p . 330. 
z. Kluckholm, urray, Schneider. Per anality in Nature , 
ociety , and Culture, New York .: Alfred A· Knopf ,. 193.3, 
p . 18. . 
3 · Ibid •. , p . 19 . 
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Job descriptions have, in many instances, provided the 
basis for the definition of the role of a specialized group . 
Such d f1nit1ons have influenced the training and ducation 
of the group concerned. '!'his is true of nursing whi ch provid s 
special training in such fields a obstetrics, pediatri c • 
medicine, urgery, public healt h , i ndustry and psychiatry . 
Functions have been defined and the nurse's role has been 
clarified in most of these areas. However, this i s not tru 
of psychiatric nursipg here the functions and role ar till 
ambiguous and where the need fo r more careful anal ysis and 
definition is evident. 
The Statement of the Problem 
The problem wit h which t his study is conoemed 1 
follows : 
Based on study of ight head nurses, eight psychiatr.tsts~ 
and eight nurse and doctor executive personnel i n t wo l arge 
state hospi tala • what are t he common areas of agreement and 
disagreement regarding the definition of the role of the 
psychiatric head nurse a determined from their perceptio of 
how she spends her tim and how she hould spend her ti~e? 
wer e : 
Questions which arose at the beginning of t he study 
1. What discrepancies, if any , will be noted bet een the 
following: 
a . The observations made of the time pent 1n 
functions head nurses actually perform and 
2 
j 
the;tr opinions regarding how they spend their 
time and how they ould like to spend it. 
b. The opinions of' the psychiatrists and the 
executive personn 1 r gard1ng how the he d nurse 
spend her t1 e as well a how they think she 
should spend her time . 
2 . What differences or s1m1l.aritiee will be noted in 
the responses of the respective groups of Hospital X 
as contrasted 1th those of Hospital Y? 
Purpose 
Th purpose of the study 1s to assemble data oono r.ning 
how head nurses in a large state psychiatric hospital peroeiv 
, their role; how the p~yohiatr1sts who wol'k with these nurse 
perceive the role ot the headnurs , how the exeoutiv per-
sonnel (the hospital superintendent, the .eJinical director, 
the director of nurses, the educational director) perceive the 
role of t he psychiatric head nurse; how each of these grou 
idealize this role; to relate the f'ind1ngs to psychiatric 
nursing in uoh a ay as to clarity the role of the head nur e 
in a psychiatric hospital. Reeommendatio 111 be pre ented 
by means of which the findings and the implications derived 
therefrom might be tried out in other ituat1ons. 
Scope ot th~ Studl 
Since the problem is coneer.ned with a study or the role 
of the psychiatric head nur e (how she perceive 1t and how 
it 1s perceived by psychiatrists) conclusions will be reached 
and 1nfe ences drawn from answers obtained from guided 
intervie s r1 th head nurses and psychiatrist s as ell a with 
the execut i ve nurs i ng and edical per sonnel. The latter t'lould 
consist of t he di rector of nursing service, t he educational 
director, the superintendent of the hospital, and the clinical 
di r ector. Al s o, immediate observation will be r ecorded of the 
activities of four head nurses during one day of duty at each 
of two large s t at e mental hospitals . Si nce Hospital Y is not 
used as a teaching center except for a three month experienc 
in psychiatric nur s i ng for affiliate students of nur sing, 
·~'lhile Hospital X is used as a t eaching center for s tudent s of 
theology, medicine , psyohal gy, occupational therapy, nurs ing, 
and for training residents i n psychiatry, 1t s eemed that con -
clusions and inferences might be drawn from a compari s on of 
responses to the questionnaire of personnel i n osp1tal Y with 
the responses of the personnel in Hospital x. 
Lim1tat1o~s of the Studz 
There are definite limitations to this study. ~e small 
siz of the sampling, eight head nurses, eight psychiatrists, 
and eight executive per s onnel is a limiting f actor. The tools 
used in gathering the data were limited to (1) the recorded 
observations of the on-the-Job activities of eight head nurse 
and .. ( 2) i nterview , using an open-end questionnaire, with 
eight head nurses , and with the eight psychiatrist s who have 
the medical administrative responsibilities of the wards on 
tihioh these nurses work, as well as with eight executive 
personnel. 
4 
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II 
The ethod of Approach 
A survey of the literature revealed that limited research 
has been done in the formulation of criteria to define the 
role of the psychiatric nurse. The s tudy sponsored by the 
former National League of Nursing Education and the rational 
Organization for Public Health Nursing was concerned with 
des irable functions and qualifications for psychiatric nurses .4 
Some of the impliaations of this r eport might. have relevance 
for psychiatric nursing education in its direction to ard 
developing in students the abilities to carry out th desirable 
functions. Yet it still leaves unanswered the important 
ques tion, what is the role of the psychiatric nurse?" 
Another report, The, Psychiatrlc Nurse in the ental 
HosnitalS ttempts to clarify the questions concerning the 
nur se's role in therapy, and states that •a chief responsi-
bility of t he psychiatric nurse is to create a therapeutic 
ard atmosphere. •6 It goes on to xpla1n that an essential 
feature of her therapeutic activity lies in her ability to 
make ppropria te responses to the patie11.ts • behavior in term 
of he.r awareness of the dynamios of this behavior. 
4. 
6. 
Fagin, C~a1re . A Studz of Desirable Functions and Qual1-
f1cat1ons for Psychiatric Nurses, New York: National 
League for Iiurs1ng, 1953· 
Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. The Psychiatric 
urse 1 t he Mentel Hospital. opeka , Kansas : GAP, 1932, 
P • 4. 
Ibid., P • 2. 
j 
In a. more recent report th role of the psychiatric nurse 
1 described as (1) assistant to the physician and t herefore 
responsible for helping the therapeutic team develop plans tor 
the patient's treatment• (2) being responsible for providing 
the best possible therapeutic climate by maintaining positive 
relationships among patients and co-workers; (J) assisting 
ith therapies (the nature and extent of which depends on t he 
policies and needs of the hospital) ; and (4) serving an 
educational funct1on.7 
Muller, i n stating that the nurse is an effective agent 
8 1n psychother apy quotes a. . at ient who considers the nur se to 
have na twofold role to fill 1n her approach to p ychiatrio 
patients, to inspire friendly confidence and to maint a i n 
profess ional dig~tty.w9 
Peplau s t at es that nurses perform many roles i n relation 
to patients, and that these roles inte rlock: 
"Nursing situations and relationships of nurse to patient 
are not administered at present so t a t anY one role can 
operate , 1thout interlocking with another . •10 
8. 
A Report to the Governor's Conference . T;;a1n1ng and 
Res earch in State Mental Health Programs . · Chic go: The 
Council of State Governments, 19 53, · pp. · 87- 88 . 
Muller; Theresa G. The Nature and D1~ction of Psrchia -
'G,ric Nursin£:· Phi l adelphia : J. B .. Lippincott Co . • 1950, 
P· 239 • . 
~ .. P• 2.39· 
Pepl au , Hildegarde . Interpersonal Rel ations in Nurs ing. 
Ne York : G. P . Putnam's Sons , 1952 , p . 70,. 
6 
In Chapter II the philosophy underlying the study tdll 
be presented . This chapter will also deal with the methodology 
employed in the study . Chapter III will include the presenta-
tion and analysis of the data . Chapter IV will include a 
summary of the eonclus1.ons reacb.ed and recommendations der1 ved 
from the f1ndb:i e as well as reeornmendat1onfi f'o:r further study.1 
• 
7 
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CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY' 
To facilitate understanding of the motivation an 
rationale fo r t hi s s t udy 1 1t is necessary to present a fr e 
of reference regarding p yoh1atr1e nur s ing. During reeent 
years there has been considerable emphasis on t h 1 portance 
of interpersonal relationships 1n all fields of human endeavor. 
A step tot'lard t he a.tt a1n.ment of t his goal ha been t he clar1-
f1 cat1on of functions of m mbers of specialized groups - Brown 
m nt1ons that several head nurses compl ained t hat they did not 
lave t he opportunity to give nursing care as they believed it 
shoul d be gi ven . They felt t hat their duties consist d of so 
many aot1v1ties involving hand.s and feet tha.t there was "no 
time to make patients co fort able .. "1 She quotes :from a 
1 orkshop r port : 
l. 
"Nurses in their longer contacts with 
individuals have more opportunity to observe 
behavior and to l isten to expr essions of thought 
under va rying eond1t1ons· t han do physicians whose 
co taets are necessarily inte~mittent and brief. 
For thi s reason the nurs e must be able to direct 
her activities and her verbal ex ressions on the 
basis of a sound understanding of human behavior 
ru d hl:tman relati onsh1. s • I :f the nur~ does not 
have this quality of understanding and cannot use 
it to deal. effect! vely \d th persons, she may 
Brmm, Est hel ... I.uo1lle. Nursing for the Future .. 
Russell ~age Foundation,. 1948, p . 73 · 
- 8 -
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eontr1 bute to illness or counteract the effects of 
other professional workers . "2 
McManus writes in t he foreword of Peplau' s book: 
"One of the chief i ndications that an 
oocupat1m1al group is achieving professional 
status is th t it is able to define its roles in 
t ,.l'lms of 1llt ellectualizeu s1tilled se:rvices that 
meet social needs, and to state the generaliza• 
t ions or principl ~ relut i ng to t ho e professional 
services . The occupation or nursing 1s a broad 
o e and adm1 ttedl y 1 eludes many functions t hat 
can make no claim to professional status.. Chief 
among the profess1oJ. 1 funct i ons a re those L .... volv1:ng 
underst . ding and skill 1n establishing and ma1n-
tailling effective interpersonal relations 1th 
patients . ••J · 
And hat of the specialty of psychiatric nursing? Muller 
writes: 
dpsych1atr1e nursing then may be oansidered 
not so much t he acquisition of skills i n carrying 
out specific procedures as the personal. contribu-
tion of a nurse who has acquired an. appr opriat e 
degree of psychological maturity. It 1a the result 
of tested oxperie J.Ces leadir~.g to relevant and 
effective personal relationship with others, and, 
uith 01~ vlithout physical metho s of treat ent • a 
nurse so qualified is a.bl ·e to assist in modifying 
favorably t he behavior of patient s with e _otional 
or personality disorders or41n anticipating and p r e\l'e. ting such disol~ ers . " · 
Perhaps the 1at ure of psychiatd.c nurs i ng i the not so 
di t.:; t ant past did not lead to the formul · tion of speci 
funct ions which all psych'l.atric nurses shouJ.d perform . 
Research of recent years, however, has made trides in this 
2. I pid., p . 74. 
; . PApl au , Opus ci t ., p . 1x . 
4. .uller ; 0BUS cit., p . 61. 
9 
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direction. Mellow•s study demonstrates th bility of a nur e 
to have an ffeotive therapeutic relationship with t o indivi-
dual patients.S The fact that shew abl to perform the 
/ 
functions of a therapist under the superv-ision ()f a psychi -
trist does not necessarily mean that all psychiatric nurse 
could do so . However; this study doe have implication for 
psychiatric nursing i nsofar as it implies th need for fUrther 
inve tigation regarding the qualifications of the nurse 
therapist. 
Hargreaves and Robinson maintain that the psychiatric 
nurse can function in the role of group leader.6 They contend 
that since good interpersonal relationships are such an inte-
gral part of nursing, and especially of psyohiatr1o nursing , 
properly qualified psychiatric nurses can utilize group 
techniques, under the superv1 ion of a psychiatrist. 
Barton states that t he nurse needs the help of the 
hospital administrator if she is to assume functions other 
than .her tradi tional ones. 7 He also says , "the medic 1 
di rector's support and enoouragement is essential if the nurse 
1s to play a more active role in extending therapy.•8 
6. 
8. 
Mello\f, -June. 11 An Exploratory Study of Nursing Therapy 
With 'l'tTo Persons With Psychoses, ' Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of ursing, 1953· 
Hargreaves, Anne. R. • and Al1oe Robinson, R. • "The 
Nurse Leader in Group Psyohothera.py, n American Journal. ot 
Nurs1pg, Vol. SO, pp, 713•716, Nov. 1950. -
Barton, Walter E. 
Psych1atr1o Team, 
Ibid.;_ p . 71.5 • 
"The Nurse As An Aot1ve Member of the 
A.J.N., Vol. SOt P• 715, Nov. 1950. 
I 
" 
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Tudor eea psyohietrio nursing as a continuous inter-
personal proces consisting of observation, evaluations of 
observation, determination of the various alternatives pos 1ble 
i thin the si tuat1on, intervention, evaluation of th,e inter ... 
vention wit h refereno to the reasons for uccess or failure, 
and further intervention on the basis of new data.9 
It is the belief of the investigator that the ability- to 
function in the role of a psychiat:t"io head nurse requires ore 
than the performance of administrative., teaching , and super-
visory d~t1es. A psychiatric nurse must kno and understand 
herself, how she relates to others, and she must have the 
ability to profit from the insights she gains about herself 
and about others. She should possess a warmth toward other 
that is communicated by an attitude of carillg about the indi-
vidual i ntegrity of the other perso~. Such nurse should be 
1
.!.. creative and enthusiastic. Furthermore; it is believed that 
she hould have some advanced un1 versi ty pr paret1on; that 
this would serve to improve her communication skills; that it 
ould also serve to give her a more dynamic perception of her 
role; that it would provide her with knowledge of the tool 
necessary for research; and that the result would be a more 
ef£ect1ve psychiatric head nurse. 
9. Tudor, Gwen. "A Soo1opsych1atr1c Nursing Approach to 
Intervention in a Problem of Mutual Withdrawal on a Mental 
Hosnital Ward," Psyeh1atrz, Vol. 115, pp . 193-217. May, 
l9S2. 
11 
The investigator agrees 11th the following conclusion 
from a project by Robinson et al : 
"that creative psychiatric nursing consists of 
being with patients during the majority of time 
on duty, delegating admini s t rative duties to a 
capable, non.-professional assistant~ and making 
a serious attempt to broaden concepts through 
participant attendance at seminars , staff 
conferences, etc . 10 
The importance of the hospital administrator's attitude 
to ard the nurse group cannot be overemphasized. The trend 1 
to provide an atmosphere 1n which the head nurse will f el 
free to break away from her t~aditional roles .and t ake a ore 
active part in the creation of a therapeutic ward climate . 
The traditional role has stressed the importance of' k ep1ng 
busy and doing things . It has overlooked the significance of 
developing the ability to relate effectively to others . It 
has encouraged nurses to be more concerned about giving medi-
cations, doing treatments, giving bathS,. etc. with the emphasi~ 
on doing the Job as efficiently and speedily as possible in 
order to accomplish another task. This has not fostered the 
development of initiative on the nurse's part so that she 
would feel free to sit at the bedside of an anxiou patient to 
li ten or to talk in an attempt to comfort the p t1ent. 
Rather, it has made her feel guilty about taking time for 
anything not involving the use of her hands and/or feet. 
10. Robinson, Alice M. et al . "The Role of the Head Nurse in 
a Large Public Mental Hosp1 tal . 11 To be published by 
A.J.N~ 
12 
Proo,dure of the Study 
Since the perception of role involve ideas relative to 
the reality of the role as well as concepts of the ideal 
nature of the role, it was thought that direct observation of 
the head nurses should be made and that an open- end type 
questionnaire would elicit more thoughtful response fro the 
subjects. Six broad questions were d veloped to get at nurse ', 
observations and thoughts of bat they do, and also what they 
1o ould like to do. Similar questions l'lere developed for the 
ward psychiatrists and for the executive personnel in order 
to learn their observations and thoughts about what head 
nurses do, and what they should do. The questionnaires a 
as follows: 
Questionnaire for psychiatric nurses : 
1. 
2 . 
4. 
What are your most important functions? 
What do you think your most important functions 
should be? 
What is your relationship with the psychiatrist with 
whom you work? If this relationship is satisfactory, 
what makes it so? If this relationship is uns ti s -
factory, what makes it so and what do you think 
hould be done to improve it? 
What factors enter into the creation of a therapeutic 
ward atmosphere? What part do you play 1n this? 
How much time (in terms of seven hours on duty) do 
you think you spend each day in the following 
categori.es: 
a. admini strative duties in the offioe 
b. administrative duties out of the office or off 
the ward 
c. with patients 
13 
d. iith doctors 
e. ith personnel (including students) 
6. Ideally, how much time do you think you should spend 
in each of these categories? 
~uestionnB.ire for psychiatris t s and executive per onnel : 
l .. What func.tions do you think psychiatric head nurses 
perform,? 
2. What functions do you think psychiatric head nurses 
should perform? 
3· What is your relationship with the psychiatric he d 
nurse with \-rhom you \iork? If' this relationship 1 
satisfactory, what makes it so? If this relation-
ship is unsatisfactory, what do you think makes it 
so and what should be done to improve it? 
4. What is your concept of a therapeutic ward atmo pbere? 
What part does the psychiatric head nurse play in the 
creation and maintenance of such an atmosphere? 
5· How· much time (in terms of seven hours on duty) do 
you think a psychiatric head nurse spends each day 
in the following categories : 
a. administrative duties in the office 
b . administrative duties out of the office or off 
the ward 
c . with patients 
d . with doctors 
e. with pers o:rmel (including students) 
6. Ideally., ho~t much time do you think she should pend 
in each of these cat egories? 
Questions numbered 5 and 6 are considered the key 
questions, the answers to which would provide a basis for the 
conceptualization of the role of the psychiatric head nurse . 
Additional data was gathered from utilization of the 
observer role . Each head nurse was observed for one full day 
of duty during ihich time the in.,restiga.tor kept running notes 
on the functions the head nurse performed and the time 
14 
:tnvolved. Howev r, befor e instituting the s tudy a conference 
as held wit h each director 'of nursing service and ea ch 
hospital dmin1st rator during i-illich time the researcher' s role 
was clarified . Follo 1ng this; conferences \>tere held with 
each head nurse and permission obtained to observe and to 
i nt erview her . As the doctor s ma de their ward rounds and 
were i ntroduced to the investigator, her role was also 
explained to them and appointments were made for interviews 
tlit h them. 
1.5 
CHAP~1E · II I 
CONCE S OF THE PSYCHIATRIC HEAD NURSE ' S ROLE 
The data l1l'hieh ere s ought to answer the aubquestions 
posed are orgeni z,d in t his chapter into eotions . The 
first section deals wi t h the time analy is. This is pre nted 
separatel y for Ho$pitals and Y• Comparisons are then made 
bet11een the two 1nst1 t ut ions. Th.e second question deal 1 th 
the information secured through the interview. Several 
et hods 1ght have been used in pr esenting these data. 
Verb tim records of the i nterviews were kept. They so cle rly 
illustrate the likeness and differences l ithin the t wo i ti-
tutions that they have been included in toto. They ar 
followed by a discussion of' the similarit ies and d1ss1m1-
larit 1 s as interpr eted by the investigator. The re der m y 
judge for hi.mself \'Ihether or not he t~muld agree or disagree 
ith these interpretations. 
I . Analys i s of Time Factors 
Conferences with two p ychologists* (one clinical done 
social) pointed to the importance of dat a obtained from the 
following questions to the problem of defining the role of 
the psychiatric head nurse . 
*John Ar s nian - Clinical Psychologi s t, Boston St t e Hospita l . 
·If-Robert Chin - Associate Professor of P yoholog;r; Boston 
!Jni versi ty. 
- 16 .. 
How much time (in terms of seven hours on duty) do you 
think a psychiatJ:-io head nurse spends e a ch day in the fol~owing 
categories : 
a. administr tive duties in the office 
b. a.d.m:tn1strat1ve duties out of the office or off the 
c . with patl ents 
d . wit h aootors 
e. with personnel (including s tudents) 
I deally, how much ti e do you think she should spend in 
eaeh of t hese c tegories? 
It seemed logical to assume that anst'lers to these ques-
tions would help to clarify how the groups involved in the 
study feel about the role Of the head nurse as well what 
they would like the role to be . Th, time they think the h ad 
nurse spends in each category would be likely to demons trate 
what t hey t hink her most important functions are and the time 
they think she should spend, ideally, would indicate what 
they think her most important functions should be. In each 
case it was as sumed that some rank order of importance would 
develop . 
The time was arbitr a rily set at seven hours because the 
inves.tigator• s experience w1 th head nurses has been that the 
t ot working time on a ward is approximately seven houre . 
Even \'/.hen hospit a l policy states that one- half hour is to be 
. 
t aken for lunch, by the time the head nurse leaves her ward 
17 
to go to the hospital cqfeter n or to go o~f the grounds to 
eat, end. t 1en r ,t urns to her ward, one hour e lapses . 
The d.e.t a a r e p resented as averages of the responses of 
the four members of each group, i.e., t he average of t he 
l"espo:use!:'! of the h~ad nurse group, the doctor group , and the 
' admi istrative group of each of the t wo hospitals in which 
the study was done . Ftrst, 1 t is presented according to the .I 
r esponses of t e respective hospitals. Then comparative 
analysis follows in w 1eh the responses a re com ared with 
those of the same type group in each hosp1 tal. Although only 
one d8.y ~1as spent :tn observing each head nurse which rould 
provide f or error if the day selected was an a typical day, 
the head. nurses i n the sal!lple t'lere of the opi nion t hat the 
days on \"1h1.ch they were observed t•1ere fairly t ypical day • 
T ne spent can be reported in actual numbers or portion 
thereof . Another meth od ls to report in intervals or time 
uni t s such as multiples of ten. The l atter method has these 
advantages : it is eA.. !ly transcribed into the e.ct u.l number , 
i t is more reeilily 8ecl the.n a l e.1".;er number, and i t makes any 
differences or s i ila r .t y of t1 e 1ln1ts more bvious . There-
fore 1 t has been the method of choice in this report. The 
un1 t selected t s ten. Fach reeorrl.ed time un1 t may be trans-. 
l ated as s.J=5J minutes, 1.9=19 minutes , a=ao minutes , etc. 
These data a re t hen presented firs t for Hospital X and then 
for Hosp1 ta.l Y. Under each of the f1 v-e ca tegori es of function 
will be fom d the averages of time un1 ts of t he four head 
1 
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nurses in each of these hospitals, first as they perceive it, 
then as they desire it. These are then compared ith the dat a 
1 showi ng actual time spent . In simil ar order is r ecorded for 
each of t he fi ve categories the perceptions and the aspirations 
as stated by the psychiatrists and then the administrators. 
A. Time Analysis--Hospital X 
Category 1. Time Spent in Administrative Duties 
The nurses at hospital X perceived that the tiae they 
spend performing administrative duties during one day 1 much 
greater then the time they- woul.d like to spend. ~he average 
of' perceived time in this category is 8 ten ·minute i ntervals 
which is greater than the 3. 7 of aspired time in this area . 
The intervals of time actually spent is 11. It is interesting 
to note that the difference between the perceived and actual 
time is J ~hile thedifference between the perceived and the 
des ired time is 6.3 . This indicates that the nurses spend 
more time performing administrative duties than they think 
they do, and much more time than they would like to spend. 
The psychiatrists at hospital X perceive the nurses as 
spending 10.5 ten minute intervals in this area of adminis -
trative duties as contrasted with 3.7 tirne units which they 
would like the nurses to spend~ This signifies that the 
doctors agree with the nurses 1n this eategory, namely that 
much less time should be spent in this function . 
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TABLE I 
AVERAGE OF TI mi~ OF EIGHT HEAD NURSES IN TWO HOSPITALS IN TERMS 
OF ACTUAJLY SPENT, PERCEIVED 0 BE SPENT AND DESIRED TO BE 
SPENTt DISTRIBUTED EY SELECTED CATEGORIES 
UNit OF TIME BY CA~EGORlES** 
Hospital X Hospital l' 
.. 
Act uallY S12ent, 
Category A l3 0 D E B c D 
11.0 s.o 17.0 4.0 4.J 17.6 s.o _5 . 0 ; .6 
Perceived 
by self 8 . 0 8 ,0 1) . 0 • 4,,5 8.0 1,5 .. 0 1·.5 11.0 6.0 
by doctor . 10,.; ,5.0 12.0 4 . .s 9·1 21.7 1.8 8 .. 0 4 .. 8 
by administrators 9.0 7-5 16 . ,5 3·5 6.0 12.0 2.2 12 .. 0 6.0 
. . 
-
Desired 
by self 3·7 ;.o 21 . 0 s.o 9. 0 6. 7 2 .. 2 17 . 0 8 . 2 
by doctors 3·7 3·1 20 . 0 "6 . 0 9·0 · 9·7 0'17 19·5 6. 0 
b ;y administrators 4.; ).7 22.5 s.o 6.0 8 . 2 0 17 . 0 6.7 
source : Compil ed from average of I'esponses b;r he d nurses J 
doctors, medical and nurse executives, and direct 
obs rvatio11.s. 
*Time is stated in terms of 10 minute 1nt rvals, 1 .. e .. .5=.50 
minut es, 4.; =43 minutes, etc . 
··*Categories 
A=Administra ~·ive duties in office 
B=Administrative duties out of off ice or off the ward 
Ca,With pati ent s 
- vi t h doctor 
E=With persom1el 
E 
s.o 
7·5 
6 .. 0 
9·7 
1·5 
6.0 
9 -7 
20 
I 
I 
TABLE II 
RANK* ORDER OF ACTUAL TIME SPENT AND DESIRED TO BE SPENT" I N SELECTED ACTIVITIES FOR 
EIGHT HEAD NURSES IN T\VO HOSPITALS AS STATED BY THEI·! , BY DOCTORS A!iiD BY .AD!HNI 3TR4.TORS 
--~ -- ----- ------ -- --~ ---- --- - , - -- -
Hospital X Hospital Y 
··ActuallY' 
Desired to Spend Spent Desired to Spend 
Category !Nur ses Docto-rs 
A 2 1.5 
B 1 1 .,5 
c 5 5 
D 3 3 
E 4 4 
Legend : S•Most time 
laLeas t t ime 
Ad.min1s - Category 
trators 
2 4 A 
l 3 B 
5 5 c 
3 1 D 
4 2 E 
Categories :· A=Administrative dut i es in office 
llurses ·Doctors 
2 4 
1 1 
5 5 
3 2.5 
4 2.5 
B-Adm1n1strat1ve duties out of office or off the ward 
c. wi th patient s 
D::With doctor s 
E: W1th per sonnel 
Adminis-
trat .ors 
J 
1 
s 
2 
. , 
4 
Actually 
Spent 
5 
3 
3 
l 
3 
l\) 
..., 
Further agr eement on this point is evidenced by the 
ad.mi11istrators ' perception of the t1me spent as bei ng 9 ;hich 
II 
i s in marked contrast with the 4.S time factor t hey would d ire 
for the nur ses . 
From th1 ... it can be concluded that the t hree groups , 
1 . e . , head nurse, doctors 1 and administrators ag:ree that more 
time is spent by the head nurses 1n the performance of ad.m1n1 -
t .rati ve duties than should be. This raises the question of 
vThat might be done · to lessen the time spent in this cat egory 
so that it might more nearly approximate the time des i red by 
these groups. 
· Category 2 . ifime Spent in Administrative Duties out of the 
Office or Off the Ward 
The second ca tegory is time spent out of t he office or 
out of" the ward which involves anY administrative :function . 
' The nurses have a higher per ception ( 8) 1n this area than wa I, 
1 
actual ly observed (5), and agai n the time desi red was less than 
II (3 ) either the a ctual or the perceived. 
The doctors ' perception is also higher (5} than t hat 
desi~ed (3.7 ) . Although their perception of' time spent in th1 
II 
category is less than that of the nurses , their aspired time 
1
1 factor closely approximates that of the nurses being only 0. 7 
I 
of a unit higher. 
The administrators• perception in this area i closer 
to that of the nurses , bei ng 7.5 while their desired time 
1 factor is exactly equal to that of the doctore (J . ?). 
r 
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Again, this points out an a:rea ot agreement 1nso:far as all 
of the groups desire that less time be spent i n. oar:rying out 
duties which requi re the head nurse to leave the ward. 
Category 3· Time Spent with Patients. 
The t able shaws that the head nur es average 17 units of 
time i n this area. This i s gl~ater than the time perceived 
( 13) and not as high as t he time they would like to spend with 
1 patients (21) . 
The doetors peraeive the time in this category t o be 12 
t 1th 20 the aspi r ed time . This is in close agreement t'ITith t he 
head nurses .• 
The administrators perceive the time a being 16.5 which 
1 is greater than that perceived by both nurses and dootox-s and 
clos er to the 17.0 t ime intervals actually observed. The ti e 
des i red ( 22 .5) is slightly higher than that given by either of 
t he other groups. 
These responses indicate that all three groups would like 
to have nurses spend more time with patients than theT are 
doing at the p:resent t1.r.te . 
II Category 4. Time Spent with Doctors. 
The recorded observations of the time involved in this 
a r ea. reveal t hat the head nurses actually spend 4 units of 
time with the doctors . This is slightly l ess than their self 
perception of 4.5 which i n turn is s lightly less t han the time 
(5) they would desir · to spend i n this oategorr. It indicate 
that the nurses 1.;ould like to ... pend slightly more time with 
the doctors . 
The doctors a1 .. e in accord wit h the nurses in this 
perception as they, too, see 1t 4-.. ,5. They desire that more 
time (6) be spent i n this area than do the nurses. 
The perception of the a<L"Jl1n1strators is sli ghtly less 
{J.S) than the tirue actually observed as well as less than the 
perceptions of both nurses and doctors. However,. th,e adminis-
trative group agrees with the nurse group that the desired 
time be 5· 
These responses indicate that all groups desire that more 
t ime be spent in communications between nurse....a.octor. The 
time desired i s slightly more than i s actually being spent. 
The fact that the doctors desire more time than do the nurses 
or admi nistrators might poi nt to the dissatisfaction with the 
present opportunities afforded for exchange of information 
about the patients . 
C tegory 5· Time Spent with Personnel, Including Students. 
The head nurses h ve a much higher perception ( 8) than 
was actually observed. ( l~ • .3) 1n this. category. Their self 
perception (8) and aspiration (9) are closer together than the 
reality. 
The doctors' peroept1on is slightly higher than that ot 
the nurses. It is 9.7 tihile their desired time 1n this cate-
gory 1s .... qual. to that desired by the nurses (9}. 
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The administrators perceive and clesire that the time 
spent in this a r ea be 6 whi ch is sli ghtly higher than t hat 
actually observed and less than the responses of the other 
t wo groups . 
B· Time Analysis-- Hospital Y 
Categ r y 1 . T~.me Spent in Admi::llstrutive Duties. 
The heed nurs s at hosp1 tal Y peroei ved. t h :t the time they 
spent perfo:rmtng d.m.1nistr~t1ve dutie is more than twice the 
t.lme theJ oul d <lesire to spend . The averP,.ge of time observed 
in t his category is 17.6 ~;h1oh i s sli ghtly more than the per-
ceived time of 1.5 and consider ably more than the desir d time 
of 6 . 7 .. 'l'his points to the fact the.t the 11ur ses spend more 
time performing adm1n1str t ive duties t ha.ll t hey think they do, 
and that they aspire to spend much l ess t1r.1e 111 t his area . 
The .doctors perceive that the nurses spend 21 . 7 intervals 
of time in performing ad. 1n1atrati ve dut ies as contras ted with 
the 9.7 intervals which they would like s.pent. This 1ndioates 
that the d.octors agree "' 1 th the head nurses that less time 
shou~d be pent although the doctors aspire t hat nurses spend 
more time on such functions. 
The administrators• perception of time devoted to adminis-
trative functions is 12 uh1le their aspired time ~-s 8 . 2 . 
This evidence seems to s ignify that a ll of the groups 
agree that the head nUJ:-se s hould spend les s time performing 
admini s trative duties than i s the current practice. It also 
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would seem to indicate a need for communication between the 
groups, since the a.dmtnistrato:rs desire more time than do the 
head nurses v~hile the ward doctors desire the greatest amount 
of time . 
Category 2 . Time Spent 1n Administrative Duties Out of the 
Office or Off the Wax-d. 
The head nurses actually spent 5 intervals in this cate-
1 gory which is considerably higher than their self perception 
' · 
of 1 • .5 and their aspiration in this e.rea of 2.2. 
A close correlation is noted by the doctors whose per-
ception in this area 1s 1.8, but their desired time factor of 
o .• 7 is even less than that of the head nurses. 
The administrators perceive the time intervals in this 
, category to be 2 .2 while their desired time 1s O. 
There is some agreement here insofar as all of the groups 
feel that less time should be spent by the head nurses in 
performing any administmti ve duties l'rhich require them t 11 
leave the \'rard. Yet, there is also some di.sa.greel!lent since 
the administrators desire that the head nurses not leave t he 
t1ard at all, and the doctors desire that the time be mi:nimal--
0.7. Since the hee~d nuz•ses desire that some time (2.2} be 
spent in this area, a.ge.in ·t;here. appears to be a need for 
communication among the groups concerning what is 1nvol ved 
here . 
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Category 3. Time Spent )·!1 th at:t ents. 
At hospital Y the head nurses 't'Jere observed to have spent 
S intervals of time with patients. This is oons.tderably less 
than the nuraes self percept .1on of ll, which is still less than 
the time ( 17) they f/ould l:tke to spend. 
The doctors ' perception of 8 is 3 higher than that 
actually ohserved VThile their clesl r ea time l.s 19 ·5 which is 
only slightly hlgher than that of the head nurse group. 
The adm1ni s t:.t>o.tors have the highest perception of time in 
th1s area, namely 12 and their desired time of 17 ls equal to 
t hat of the head nurses~ 
It is s igni f1Qa.'lt that all of the groups have a . uch 
higher percep·tion of t he time head n rses spend with patients 
than was actually observed. The general agreement is that the 
haad nurse~ should spend more time with the patients . ~~e 
doctors .deHire slightly more time than either the head nurses 
or the administrators .. T'ne g.t"e"'t d.1serepanoy betl'iee the 
aotuel obse:.t>vatj.ons, perceptions end aspirations 1n this a rea 
indicates the need for ~trther investigation. 
Category 1:} . Time Spent with Doctors. 
Self perceptions by the head nul"'Ses reveal that they 
think they spend more time ( 6) w1th the doctors than was 11 
observed (J.6). They l'Tould l .ike to spend. more ·c1me (8 •. 2) w1th 1 
the doctors t han they think they do . 
The doctors' perception of 4 . 8 is mo:re cJ.osely related to 
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the 3. 6 actually observed. The time they would desi r e in this 
category is 6. 
The a<lministra:tors h.ave the . ame perception. of 6 as t hat 
of the h ad nurses while thei r aspired time of 6.7 is on11 
slight ly hi gher than that of the docto ... s . 
Although all of the groups tJould like the nur ses to spend 
ore t i me ri t ll ·l:ihe d ctOl"'S , t he hea l ! l.U.:::>Bes express the nee4 
for s o ewhat more time than do either of the other gr,)ups . 
Thi s \'JOUl ~ s e em to indicate t ha.t t~ e hea d :nnrl!> es ~· re l ooking 
for more support or help from the d. ctor or t hat t ey -ie · ire 
nor e reco · ition from the doctor. 
Category 5.. Time Spent with Personnel , Including Students. 
l'he observations show that the head nurses spent 5 
, intervals of time with personnel whi ch is s omewhat less t han 
theil" perception of 1·5 · Their des1l:"ed time for this function 
i s a lso 7.5 . This seems to 1nd1ea.te t .ha.t the hea.d nurses feel 
they are spending enough time with per sonnel. 
The doctors ' perception of 6 is clos e to that observed 
and their desi red time for the category is 6. 
The administrators gave t he same number of 9.7 for their 
perceived and desired t i me . This indicates that tbey would 
l ike the head nur ses to spend more time with personnel than 
either of the other t w·o groups do. The similar! ty of their 
perception ~.nd a pirat1on indicates that they feel that enough 
time 1s no~ being devoted to this function . 
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It is interesting to note that the respective groups have 
the s e pereept1.on and aspiration l hieh, in each instance , i 
less than was observed. This seems to 1nd1oa.te that each group 
is satisfied ith its perc ption of the status quo. 
C. Co paris on of the Analysis of Time Factors 
Between Hospitals X and Y 
1 Category 1. Time Spent in Administrative Funotians. 
Although there is general agreement B.Dlongst the three 
groups of persmmel in both hospitals that ·head nurses should 
spend less time l n this category. there are marked d1ffereno 
in the quanti t at! ve statements of time. 1'he head nurses of 
1 hos pital X perceive that they spend 8 intervals in thi oate~ 
gory which i in mazoked contrast with the perception of 1.5 £or 
the head nurses at hospital y. These perceptions ar s omewhat 
lo 1er than the actual time spent in this category l'rh1ch is 11 
for hospit 1 X and 17,. 6 for hospital y. The perception of 
10.5 of the doctors at nos pi tal X is much less than that of 
' 21.7 made by hospital X doctors . The administrators of 
hospital X and those of hospital Y show a closer correlation 
in their perceptions of 9 and 12., respect! vely_. 
These quantative differences follow through 1n desired 
time . The head nurses of hospital X desire to spend 3·7 
intervals in thi area and those of hospital Y desire 6.7. 
Doctors of hospital X desire that the nurses spend 3·1 inter-
vals aa contrasted wi t h the 9. 7 intervals desired by the 
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doctors at hospital 'I· The administrators of hoSpital X 
desire 4 • .5 while those of hospital Y desire 8. 2 . 
It can be seen from the above that the personnel of 
1 hospital Y have perceptions (with the exception of the adm1n1a ... 
trators) and aspirations of time in this category which are 
twice that of the perso:nnel of hospital x. A pos ib~e explana-
tion of th1 s might be the di fferences 1n philosophy of the two 
institutions. Hospita l X is a more active teaching, research, 
and treatment unit so 1t might be expected that head l1Urses 
participate in these aet1 vi ties. This would lessen the time 
they l'tould be expected to spend 1.n administrative duties. 
Also , the head nurses a"re encouraged to delegate administrative 
responsibility to those aides whom they feel can handle it . 
Hospital Y has less of teaching, research. and treatment 
functions so it might be exp.eoted that the head nurses would 
1 be involved in problems of' ward management which would r equire 
•I 
them to spend more time in their offices. 
Category 2. Time Spent in Administrative Duties Off the Ward 
It is intel"esting to note that the observation of time 
spent by head nurses in this categor;r are identica l ( .5) for 
both hosp1 tals. The nurses at hosp1 tal X perceive th1 a 
, being s omewhat higher ( 8} than 1t actually was and they would 
1 like it to be less , giving 3 as the desired time interval here . 
The nurses a t hospital ¥ have a much lower perception or how 
much time the,- spend in this category (l, • .5). Their desired 
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time of 2. 2 1 only slightly lea than that of the hospi te.l X 
nurses. 
A higher perception of 5 is held by the hospital X doctor 
a contrasted with 1.8 of the hospital Y doctors. The adminis -
trators of hospital X perceive the time to be 7.5 ~1h1oh is muoh 
greater than the 2.2 perception by hospital Y. administrators. 
In the responses to the question of desired time, the X 
dootors say 3. 7 'h1le the Y doctors say o. 7 . The hospital X 
administrators also state 3·7 while hospital Y administrators 
say 0 time. 
The figures indicate that the per onnel of both hospitals 
generally agree that less time should be spent by pead nurse 
I 
1 in performing administrative duties which require them to 
II leave the wards. More leeway is provided by the personnel of 
hospital X who are in agreement amongst themselves as to how 
much time should be allotted for this function . Some of them 
stated that it is up to the head nurse to decide what errands 
she should perform, and that there might be times when it 
would be helpful to her to leave the ward for a few minutes . 
I t as stated that an errand could be used as a legitimate and 
restorative reason, conscious o~ unoonscioust to leave a 
stressful situation for a few minutes. 
The administrators at hospital Y feel that the head. nu.rse 
should not leave her w-ard at all s1nae other personnel are 
available to run the errands . Yet the fact that the doctors 
grant that 1t would be desirable for her to have a very small 
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fraction of ti e for this function indicates their recognition 
I of a release need 1n this area. Although the policy of the 
female service states that head nurses should not leave their 
wards for purposes of performing errands, t he head nurses 
desire a small portion of time for this function. This dis-
crepancy of opinion points to the need for improved communica-
tions between administrators, doctors, and head nurses and 
I some consideration of the purposes it might serve other tha.n 
getting an errand completed. 
Category J. fime Spent with Patients. 
The head nurses at hospital X were observed to have spent 
17 time intervals with patients which is more than three times 
the time actually observed (,S) 1n this category. The l:f 
perception of 13 by hospital X head nurses is less than their 
actual time while the self perception or ll by the hosp1t Y 
nurses i s much g reater than their actual time.. The doctors at 
, hospital X perceive that the time 1n this category is 12 while 
the doctors of hospital Y make their perception 8. Adminis-
trators of hospital X perceive the time to be 16.5 which is 
higher than the perception of 12 made by the same group at 
hosp1 ta.l Y.. 
Regarding the desired time, the head nurses at hospital X 
desire to have 21 time intervals with patients as contrasted 
u1th the desired time of 17 by the head nurses at hospital Y.. 
There is close agreement between the doctors of both hospital 
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with the hospital X doctors desiring 20 and the hospital Y 
doctors desiring 19.5 time intervals. The administrators of' 
hospital X desire 22•.5 intervals in this category in contrast 
to the 17 intervals desired by the administrative group of 
hospital Y. 
The three groups of personnel at each ho.spital agree that 
head nurses should spend more tint$ with patients. The groups 
at hospital X desire more time than do those from hospital I 
"lith the exception of the doctors from each hospital who are 
in close agreement .. The general agreement that head nurses 
should spend more time with patients might be explained as 
acceptance of ne er t .:rends in psychiatric nursing which 
emphasize the importance of nurse•patient relationships, and 
~hich also stress the possible therapeutic results which 
accrue when nursea spend most of their on duty time ~ith the 
patients . The fact that personnel of hospital X desire that 
head nurses spend more time with patients than do the per-
s onnel of hospital Y might possibly swing again to the differ-
ence in philosophy bet ween the two institutions . The emphasis 
on treatment at hospital X and the encourageme~t given to 
those personnel (other than medical who are expected to do 
this) who are interested in working (under supervision) with a 
s ingle patient or groups of patients undoubtedly hae a great 
influenoe in d term1ning how muoh time the personnel feel they 
should spend with patients . 
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Category 4 . Time Spent with Doctors. 
There is a close correlation between both. head nurse 
groups in the t1m actually observed. as spent with doctors . 
For the nurses of hospital X it is 4 and for those ot hospital 
I 1 t 1s 3. 6 time intervals . In the a rea of self perception the 
head nurses of hospital X think they spend 4.S intervals with 
the doctors while those c>f hosp1 tal I think they spend 6. 
The doctors of hospital X with their perception of 4.5 
time intervals agree withthe head nur.se group at thi.s hospital . 
I The doctors of hospital I perceive that they spend. 4 . 8 time 
intervals w:t t h the head nurses whioh, while in close agreement 
l'ri th the doctors . of hosp1 tal. X, 1£1 less than the time the head 
nurses of hospital X think t hey spend with their doctors . 
The 8.dm1n1strators of hospital X ha.ve a slightly lol.ter 
perception ( 3 .s} of time spent in this category than do the 
doct o.rs and hea.d nurses at the same hos p1 tl?.l . The adminis-
trative g~oup of hospital X make a perception of 6 which is 
higher than that made by th.e former group of administrators, 
and it is 1dent1 eal to that of t he head nurses at hospital Y. 
t!nde1~ aspired t1me , the head nurses at hospital X. say 
they t'mul d like to spend 5 time intervals with the dootor$ as 
1 contras ted with the t1me of 8 . 2 by those at hospital Y, . The 
doetors at both hospitals agree that they would like to spend 
6 time intervals l'Tith the head nurses. The administrators ot 
' hospital X agree with their head nurses that 5 time intervals 
II 
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should be spent in this category wb1le the administrators of 
hospital Y feel that 6.7 time intervals wou.ld bP. desirable. 
The above indicates that all of the groups from both 
hos 1tals would like the doctors and head nurses to spend more 
1 time together in discussing patient .and ward probleos. The 
head nurses at hospital Y express the greater need whiah is 
noted in the difference bet\'Teen their self perception and 
their aspiration in this area. This need might be based on a 
1 desire to be accepted by the doctors as a colleague; to gain 
greater support from the doctors• . or to gain recognition for 
· the tasks they are attempting to accomplish. 
The faet that there is such close correlation between the 
perceived time and the desired time by the head nurses at 
hospital X sign1f1es that they are quite satisfied with the 
amount of time they spend l'li th the doctors. 
Category 5. Time Spent "Yr1 th Persol"~lel, Including Stud.ents. 
The head nurses at both hospitals have higher perceptions 
of the amount of time they spend with Pf~rsonnel than wa s 
actually observed. The close correlation betr;een the actual 
time observ .... d at each hospital {L~.J time interv l s at hospital 
X and S time intervals at hospital !) is also evident in the 
1 perceived time of 8 and 7·5 t the respeet1ve hospitals. 
The doctors of hospital X perceive the time to be 9.7 as 
contrasted 1•11 th the perception of 6 made by the doctors at 
hospi t al Y. The administrators of ho pital X perceive the 
. 3.5 
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time spent in this category to be 6 as contrasted with ·the 
perception of 9 . 7 by the hospital Y administrators . 
In the area of desired time , the hospital X he d nurses 
would give 9 time intervals a.s contrasted w1 th 7. 5 intervals 
desi red by those of hospital Y. The doctors at hospi tal X 
agree that the head. nurses should spend 9 time intervals td th 
personnel while the hospital Y. doctors believe that they 
should spend 6 time intervals wit h personnel. The adminis -
trat ors of hospital X woul d like head nurses to spend 6 time 
interveJ.s with personnel as contrasted wit h the 9 . 7 desired by 
the administrators of hospital Y. . 
j The responses to this question by all of the groups seem 
j, to indicate satisfact1on t-ii th their perception of the amount 
of time the head nurses spend t'l1 th personnel . An·swers to the 
questi on of how much time head nurses should spend in this 
category indicate a close correlation \'li.th the perceptions of 
time. Bowever, the aotual observed time is for the most part 
much less than either the perceived or desi red time . It seems 
significant that each g oup thi:nks the head nurses spend more 
time ~~th persoru1el t hal1 was actually observed. Apparentl y 
this is an expecta tion the head nurses have of themselves , a 
do the other groups . 
Chart II illu.strat~s the arbitral .. Y rank order of desired 
time to be spent 1 11 the five categories of head nu rse t'u.notion 
a s det ermined from the responses of the three groups of per-
sonne1 f rom each hospital . Of particular significance is the 
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definite agreement amongst the nurses , doctors, and adminis -
trators of hospital X. The head nurses of hospital Y rank the 
categories in t he same order as do the above mentioned groups . 
The doctors and admi nistr a tors of hospital Y rank ca tegories 
2 and 3 as do the other groups . It seems signi ficant that 
all of the groups involved in the study feel that the head 
nurse should spend. the greatest amount of her on duty time 
·with pat ient s a11.d t hat the least amount of time s hould be 
spent in performi ng any duties which require her to l eave the 
ward .• 
Of interest, too, are the ra.uks into which the actual 
observed time fall . At hos pital X the greatest amount of time 
was spent with patients while the least amount of time was 
spent tdth personnel. At hospital. Y the greatest amount of 
time Wall spent performing administrative duties in the o:ffice 
and the least amount of time was spent wi th personnel. 
II . Analysis of Perceptions of the Role of .the 
Pszchiatrio Head Nurse 
The quantitative expressions of desired time as s t ated by 
the perso~Jtel of both hospitals do not present the complete 
picture of t he 1d.eas these people have concerning the r ole of' 
the psychiatric head nurse. There fore, the questionnaire was 
developed in order to disoern qualitatively how the role is 
uerae1ved . Although there a re some s1m1lar1tles, the diff er-
ences 1n the responses of the personnel of eaoh hospital 
--
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seemed to be so significant as to warrant thei r verbatim 
presentation. The following section, then,. includes the 
responses as given by each of the per sonnel i :i.'ltexwv1ewed. This 
is follm1ed by the observerts tmpressions of those f actors 
which might have influenced the responses to the questionnaire. 
It is interesting to note that there a re no significant 
differences n the educational e.nd experience backgrounds of 
the head nurses who parti cipated in this study . (See Appendix) 
The reports whi ch follow are organized for each hospital in 
the se.me sequence, namely l) the two medical executives, 2) 
the t wo nurse executives, and .:3) the fouts head nurses B.""ld the 
foul'* w-ard psychiatrists. For each group the 1-.esponses are 
shown f or each of the four questions asked . 
A. Perceptions of the Role of the Psychiatric 
Head Nurse~-Hosp!tal X 
1. MedJ cal Exeeuti v e . : 
B .. '·!ha.t fun~tj.ons do you. think psychl.at r1c head nur·ses 
perform? 
Dr. A. General functions iu ward situation: 1) adminis- I 
trator of 'Hard, responslbl e for teaching of others 
assigned to ward in psychiatric principles ; 2) 
observation of both medi cal and psyohietrie symptoms 
s1noe patients live on the ward for a longer period 
than they do in the ge:r1era.l hospi ta; 3) technical 
expert in insulin, E.S.T., post-lobotomy patient 
c~re; 4) creator of a ·kind of therFpeutie eli ate 
,, 
i 
which helps patient recover ; .5) if she has ~;~pecial 
knowledge and skill 1 may do special paychotherap1 as 
a nurse in individual and group therapy- -ha poten -
tial! t ies as do s ocial workers in t .ile 1nst1 tutional 
set ... up; 6) as :participant in research aot1v1ties--
t he qualitative observations necessary in a psychia-
tric hospital fall back ou the nurse-- in a general 
hospital, objective studies more frequently done by 
an M. D. or a l ab technician .. 
b . What functions do you think psychiatrio head nurses 
should perform? 
Dr . A. Shottld is encompassed in above points and it ·' s a 
matter of degree . Farthest away in areas of ade-
quacy 1s development of therapeut1o climate, thera-
peutic role, res earch partner. The psychiatric 
nurse is specialist--needs a body of knowl edge 
from a university bo·th in field supervision and 11 
experience 11 ith patients . She t s s ca.rce comm od.i t 1 · 
We have to utilize hel' tal ent a s o s 1e may te .. ch mailJ' 
untrained people, not oruy in class, but as a roving 
au~ erv:tsor. She s houl<l pe foism a mol'e a.c'tive rol e 
in cooperation with t he ward physician and be a. 
r esource person in therapy much as the social \'10rlter.-
cl:tn1cal psycholo i s't,, o. T., are now used. She 1 
assigned her x·ole by M. D. - - .:t . e . , the doctor would 
assign the pat ient ·t;o a nUl"'se . ~. Gwen Tudor 1 s 
article . 
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a . and b § answered toget;her ~ 
Dr . B. Head nurse as \fard adtninistrator should eparate 
responsibility in three t~ays : l) the needs of the 
particular patients,. 2) the needs of the ward as a 
whole ; J) liason between patients and doctor. Under 
1) she Should mal!e an attempt to understand what the 
symptoms of each patient might mean and what parti-
cular p;poblems of the patient these sy-mptoms spring 
from. From these she has to -decide vrhat she, o~ 
anyone she delegates .; can do to alleviate some of 
the e>.llXiety in the parti cular :po.tient Ctthatever pro-
blei;!S or symptom:.~ the pc:t;ient has are expressions of 
arJ.Xiety). . It is not the nurae•s responsibility to 
cure the patient , but rather to decide 1 hat oe.n be 
done in t ile life of the patient on the ward t hat 
w-wulU. be therapeutic rather tha.'l'l noxious . For 
e:rample, ahe should be able ·to recogni ze th patient 
lo'rho 1s 1:n a homosexual peni c sc.Ud. maybe decide the.t a. 
p1ivate room 'iJould be desiruble, or that the patient 
:Ti th frighteni 1g hallU.Ci:i.'lati Oi'lS lJOu.l<l be better Off 
living or sleep1n~ wi th others than in a private 
room. Another ~xample mlght be t he nurse 1 s reco!!!U. -
tiou thut certain :P''tients a t certain ttmes m y f eel 
better if t hey a re left alone# or that certain 
patie.~-~ts seem to be r:1ore comfortable 1:1ith certain 
t·rard a.i des and less comfortable w1 th certain other 
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ward aides . The head nurse should make it her 
r esponsi bi l ity to observe th pa.rt1oul r habits of' 
her pat ients , i . e ., e ting, toi l et, or t he way they 
do or don't socialize, and .eek to understand. the 
e otional forces t hat determine these kinds of 
habits . She should observe some of the cultura l 
factors in the background of her pat ients s o th t, 
for example , s ome eating habits may be determined 
from. culture and religious t'orces and may have littl 
or nothing to do with t he illness itself. Pat ient s 
who e.re more comfortable l-11 th a foreign l anguage 
could be relieved 1f' an aid or the nur se understood 
the l anguage . The nurs should observe t he ind of 
rel ationship and the behavior of the pati ent ~1th 
relatives or visitors and particularly the patient ' 
behavior aft er v1.s1ts . Under 2) here the nur e' 
duty 1s to delegate ward dut1e among t t h per-
sonnel wi th special emphasi s on the f act that sh 
shouldn• t f ind herself doing jobs that untrained 
peopl e can do. She should understand t he needs of 
the personnel responsible to her so that r1ard 
assignments are made iith these in mind. This 1 
necessary be~ause the morale of the patient , the 
personnel, and the ward as a whole can't be separ-
ated . Under J ) she should be in direct oontaot with 
the t-mrd doctor ( s) to convey pertinent 1nf'ormat1on 
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and observations about patients as well as the needs 
and complaints of both patients and personnel. Some 
nurses do some of these things and s ome don 't but 
th y shollld strive for the above. I assume psychia-
tric nur se means someone w1 th training. 
c. What j_s yotl r relationship l'Jith the psychiat ric head 
nurse with whom you work? If it is satisfactory, what 
makes 1t so? If it is unsatisfactory, what makes it so 
and what do you think could be done to improve it? 
Dr. A. Satisfactory \"lith seve:ral components; these three 
factors are fundamental to good adnl1n1strat1on: l.) 
a leader•a ability to interest employees toward a 
common .goal; 2) an employees' w1llillg1les to work 
toward this goal (morale); J) quality of communica-
tions--these should be free and qpen. Personnel are 
aoeustomed to being asked about pat'ients-• they a l so 
ask about things in relation to themselves. Direct 
contact 1<1ith D1reotor of Nurses is necessary and 
should be aat1sfact(lry. 
Dr. B .. Didn't have a.'Yly- direct relationship with head nurse . • 
Meet \'ri th the Director of Nurses periodically when 
she has something to bring up.· 
d . What i s your concept of a therapeutic ward atmosphere? 
What part does the psychiatric head nurse play 1n the 
creation and maintenance of such an atmosphere? 
Dr . A. The .psychiatric nurse 1s the key figul"e. She should 
know more about the patient than anyone else and be 
the leader so that what she does may be imitated. 
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Some therapeutic attitudes which she should have are: 
respect for patients 
acceptance as he is now 
lack of fear for expression of hostility 
hopefulness about ability to change 
permissiveness ~ith limits set 
devotion to patients 
fill little needs 
reassurance 
support 
encouragement to tak responsibility 
consistent management 
i ndividualization 
Dr. B. Whatever the head nurse can do to make ner patients 
happier will be part of making a therapeutic ward 
atmosphere~ This atmosphere is one where morale 1 
high amongst patients and personnel, where atmos-. 
phere is warm, permissive, yet distinctly con-
trolling if the ooeas1on oalls for 1 t, and where the ' 
patients feel or get to feel that the \'lard per-
sonnel are working tor their benefit so that the 
patient can come to feel that something good can 
come out of it. A therapeutic ward atmosphere is 
one where there are no favorites, no cliques , and 
where the silent or withdrawn. patient gets as much 
consideration as the noisy or aggressive patient • 
. ~ost or all a therapeutic ward atmosphere 1 one 
where patients feel here they are understood, are 
important, and welcome. 1'he nurse 1 s part in the 
orea t1on of a therapeutio ward is where she oan be 
the moat important person. Although the dootor•s 
II 
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attitude is important, in the ohain of uthor1.ty the 
nurse i .s the most influential pe.rson on the l' a rd . 
2 . Nurse Executives: 
a. What functions do you think psychiatric head nurse 
perform? 
Miss A. I am sotary to say that the follot-r1n..GS a .eins to be 
the present order of importance : 
1) a.d.m1nistra.t1 ve details, 1. e . ,. suppl.1es 1 time 
sheets, patient lists, etc . · 
2) responsibility for ward housekeeping 
3) reapons1b111ty for m1y emergencies 
4) being aware of physical signs, symptoms , needs 
5) pinch hit 1n E . s . ~ . ; treatment room, supervisor• 
office 
6) r espo:ns1b111ty for patient aet1vity and recre~on 
7) physical care of patients- - shaving, bathing 
Miss B. What little time head nurses spend with patient · i s 
most important . How she hand,.J.es a:ny kind of inte r -
per sonal situation with a patient, such as request 
for soap . Administration seems to be ~ost important 
to the head nurse and it's also important to pat!en~ 
that is, how the ward 1s run is important . 
b . What functions do you think psychiat ric head nurses 
should perform? 
Miss A. Should do: 1 ) spend as much t 1me as possible dth 
patients , attempting to discover their emotional 
needs , 1 . e . , fears, anxieties, concern over rela-
t1ves, attempt to comfort and reassure. 
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2) attempt to kno and understand all pati ent wel l 
so she can guide others i n their care 
3) participat e in physical care of patients 
4) utilize administr ative duties to establish rela-
tionships w1 th some patients that sh couldn't 
otherwise do 
.5) be avai l able i n all emergency situations, parti -
cularly to be able to teach s tudents and per-
s mmel hot'f to handle these 
6) delegate admini strative responsibility where it 
1s best suited to f"ree her own time for moZJe 
s ignificant services to patients and personnel 
7) serve as a liason bet ween ward, doctors, other 
departments and allied work.ers 
8) ultimately responsible for being aware of and 
hendling i nterpersonal d1ff1cult1e in her ward. 
Miss a. Should. spend most Of her time with pa.tienta--r.r.ot1ng 
how pati ents react to each other and to personnel. 
In a therapeutic ward atmosphere head nurse and 
personnel are \'Iith patlents . They meet reques t s of 
everyday life that can be fulfilled . Adm1n1strat1Te 
duties are delegated and the ward runs smoothly when 
pert:~onnel know what t hey 're supposed to do. Head. 
nurse shoul d ·be a ward leader bY example . 'l.'his 
enabl es her t o set the tone of the tiard and to 
t each. She should have expectations of patients 
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which they will try to meet. If she thinks therapy 
is important, patients 1111 too. She should have 
interest 1n the appearance of pat! enta and the tV"ard , 
and she should be neat . She should attempt to do 
some work 1th at least one or two patients, espec-
ially ps.t1ents other personnel don tt much bother 
wit h . She should do some group work~-provide 
opportunity for patients to gripe . . to 'express idea 
' 
about the hospital , fears, etc. The hea.d nur e 
should be aware of ·the public rela tions el ement with 
relatives and vi sitors . She should oboerve the 
interaction between ps.tient ·. n~."t visitors. She 
should continue learning prooess, not just by going 
to staff meetings, but doing things· with patien ts 
and talking things over a.t l'tard conferences. 
c. What is your relationship with the psychiatris t s w1th 
whom you t..rork ?. I f it is satisfactory. what makes it o? 
If it i s unsatlsfaotory, what mukes 1t so and \ihat do 
you think cH.'mld be done to improve 1 t 1 
Miss A. I t is satis f actor y--! have t he ba ok1ng of the boss 1 
and an opportunity to communicate freely. There 1s 
.. . II 
a l ack of fear based on an understanding of dootor•s 
role. We feel he's a guy working with u s and on 
Ttrhom l'Ve ean depend. 
Miss E. I t i s sa.tisfaetory. It is based on mutua l inter-
dependence, mutual respect l'Tith good couun1oa.t1on. 'I 
We t alk things over wi th eaoh other before taking 
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actlon. I have 1earned a lot fro111 tc;,.lkil'lg things 
over -,ith doctors . 'Vhen unsatisfactory, it is 
mostly with new resident who feel i.nse cr re end wh o 
try o hard to be ind .... pendent that they t d ignore 
the head 11urse whe11 they need her. 
d. What i s you.:r cor1.eept of a therapeutic ward a t moS:t1her e? 
What part does t he psychiatric head nu:rse pl ay in the 
creat1o:i.:l aild ma1nt enaa.oe of such an atmosphere? 
Miss A. The major point is to have satisfactory inter-
personal relationships. Also important are things 
mentioned 1n item b . Education and orientation of 
per sonnel to psychiatric patients is important for 
when they know what they're doing and why, they do 
mueh better. 
Miss B. The head nurse should kno\11 \1hat she's doing--i f the 
ward runs smoothly both patients and personne~ know 
what is expected of them. Also, see item b . •l,he 
head nurse should be i nterested in personnel-•meet 
with t hem .... - g1ve and get report from previous and 
succeeding shift s . She should take respons ibility 
for the ward e1ren when she 1sn •t · t here, pl an f ol' 
her days off, etc . 
Psychiatric Head Nurses and ·ward Psychiatrists : 
a . What functions do you think psychiatric head nurses 
perform? 
Head Nurse A. They supervise t he care of p&tient --physi cal 
care , medications, treD;tments•-and try to spend time 
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with patients 't1ho need attention o~ whQ are fearful 
of other patients . 
Dr. A. The head nurse is charged with administration of 
the ward during the doctor ' s absence . She s ees that 
patients receive the basie attention to daily needs, •, 
i.e., be.dd1ng, food, oloth1ng, shaving* showering, 
etc. She directs the movemertts of patients to see 
that these need.s are tv.l::en care of. This is the 
ma jor pe.rt of her work .... - en. admin1strat1 ve and 
maternal k1nd. of role. weOOi.l.dly , she delegate 
responsibility to the psycJrLiatric aides to assist 
her i n car:r:"y.tng out her fu:r.t.etions . Part of this is 
to see that patients get to and from their thera-
peutic aet1v1t1es--o . rr., group and individual 
therapy, recreational, industrial therapy . Third. 
she takes care of med.ical. needs, dispenses med.1ca-
tions that the doctor prescribes, sees that the 
patlent gets to whatever ol1n1e the doctor requests. 
Sh.e looks for signs and symptoms of p ysiea.l illness 
to bril'lg to the doctor 's attention. 
Head Nurse B. Carrying out treatments, helping with 
electr•ic shock treatment, covering the office l'Ihen 
t here ls no one t here, helping with orientation of 
students, helping in insulin Ullit when needed. 
Dr. B. She is the mediator bet weel'l ·the pii).tient and the 
doctor . She ass_sts and adv-ises doctor . She keeps 
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order, i . e ., prevents interacti on ~ hich could re ult 
in injury . She ee.rries ad.ministre.tive duties . She 
serves as a group lee~der of patients . She 1s con-
sidered an authority by patieltts which may ux1con• 
s ciously motivate t hem to certain behaviors . 
Head Nurse c. She has desk work and administrat ive duties . 
eoently , t l'LG chu.. ... ge aide has t alre;:i over some o~ 
these functio:r1s . 
Dr . c. The heac1 n•l rse lives f1•o .. . cri s i s to crisis . She 
sees that immedia .... e e t•ra:ads are done . I doubt that 
s he has time t o do .:myt hing els .,, .. Sho spf.::nds good 
pe.rt of tl 1 e chas1.ng doctcn."s for er e:.. Gency n eeds and 
to urge them to ans-.1er questions poa ·~d by persistent 
patients . She app aars t o do some wr iting i n a cer-
tain book. She a ppears to have a r..a.rried look as 
though caught in a vise among doctors, supervi s ors, 
and patients.. The heacl nurses in chronic building 
are better oft because they can w6rk with their own 
group of aides for e larger part of day getting 
something done . They usually have to deal w1th only 
one doctor rather than four or five. 
Head Nurse D. The head nurs es functions a re to s upervi se 
patients getting where hey are suppos ed to be on 
time . She r e f e l'S pe.tie t s to t he doctor when the 
pe.tien.t has a problem need.1:ng s. doct {)r '2 d a rranges 
for a doctor to s ee the p~t; i cnt . She s ees th~t 
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patients get treatment when need d . She eeks th 
supervisor's assistance when planning time if th1 
is essential . She supervises physical and p ycho-
logioa.l care . 
Dr. D. She has a responsibility for the ward--1) does th1 
only in terms of crisis , 2) it probably varies l'lith 
i ndividual nurse, J) a non- therapeutic atmosphere 
results when she is inconsi st ent in deal ings iith 
personnel and patients, 1 not aware of her implica-
tions of t>rhat she does nor how she relates to 
personnel .• 
b . What func.t1ons do you think psych1atr1o head nurse 
should perform? 
Head urse A. She should supervise pati ents and employee , 
ee that patients are taken care of_. 
Dr . A. She should help to create a therapeu-tic 11ard at mos-
phere; this is limited houever by realistic demand 
on her t ime and energy,. 
Head Nurse B. She should spend more of her time on t he 
wards with patients , helping aides, and getting to 
know patients better. 
Dr . B. She should do all that's in a . Also, she should be 
a t herapi st and a participant observer. She can 
1ntegrat a r el t ionship with a patient l'lhich oan b 
used toward a therapeutic aim . She has t o realize 
that she should pitch in and help employees and not 
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remain aloof 1n office . She has to be in charge of 
ward operations t but· also the nature of the job 
involves skill in hel ping employees fe 1 that all 
are important and must \'lork together. 
Head Nurse c. She snould spend more of her time 1th 
patients--try to interest them 1n a ot1 vi ties. 
Dr. c. She should organize aides into an effective 1or king 
unit·-train and supervise their work . She should 
develop a re.lationsh1p with each patient on the 1ard 
but give most intensive service to the one or t o 
patients ~ho need nursing care the most . The ward 
should be organized so spec1a.ll1ng could be given to 
those patients who need it the most . She should 
work with doctors and keep after doctors to make 
sure they do not neglect patient care as they are 
prone to do where there i s an extensive teaching 
program. She should so organ! ze ~r work that she 
can go to service conferences, especially when she 
i s angry with the doctor and not onlY when she has 
good feeling tor him . Personally , I expect the 
nurse to follow the doctor' s orders, but I look for 
initiative on the part of a psyoh1a.tr1o nurse . 
Patients should get maximum personal attention and 
have enough to do. The atmosphere should be thera.-
peutio. For 1nstanoe. on a ward of schizophrenics 
•· 
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this means a 1-:e.rm atmosphe:re w1th a fair amount of 
aggression encouraged. 
Head Nurse D. She should spend ore of her t1me with 
patients and keep the ward as plea ant as possible. 
Dr. D. She .has responsibility for the ward environment, 
aiming totard consistent environment that will i-
m1ze opportunities for patient • In orde:tt of 
importance : 
1) to correlate aims of the thr e shifts 
2) to delegate responsibility in her own h1ft for 
admi!listrat1ve dutie$ 
3) to take chief rea.pons1bil1 ty for planning hat 
goes on within ward 
4) to act as co bined example and more didactic 
t cher of psyoh1atr1o method to ward per sonnel. 
This 1mJ;>l1e that the nurse 1s aware of patient · 1 
pro lema and the dynam1.cs Wtderlying thea : to 
take major responsibility for either handling 
directly conflicts between personnel or to look 
for support at hatever level hospital nu~ing 
channels provide . 
.5) to set the tone zor relative import o or thing 
done on the ward--as bet een custodial care, as 
between physical cleanliness of wardt as between 
particular problems of pat1ent_s 
6) to serve as l1a1son between ward and r t ot 
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hospital 
?) nurs the key person 1n rea where patient spends 
most of his hospital life 
c . What is your relationship with the psych1atr1 t or the 
psychiatric head nurse with whom you li ork? If it 1 
atisfactory~ what makes it so? It it is unsatisfactory, 
what makes it so end what do you think could be done to 
improve it1 
Head Nurse A. o. K. when he ' s there, but he's not on the 
ard enough. I feel things work out best then the 
doctor is available. He should visit ward daily . 
Dr. A. The doctor can help the nurse create a therapeutic 
climate by showing same attitude toward her as he 
would towards patients. He sets the example. Her 
attitude toward patients is l rgely determined by 
the atti .tude t he doctor sho. s to her.. Thus, key 
relationships ith psychiatric nurses with whom I 
wo.rk is in this sense a therapeutic one. The rel -
tionship is unsat1staotorr because the doctor 
doesn t t spend enough time on the \'lard, becaus 
commur.d.cat1on is not optimal. and because the doctor 
is reluctant to invest his interest in a l arge num-
ber of patients. It could be improved if the doctor 
chose to make more time available to th admin1s -
l 
tration of the ward. In the present situation the I, 
doctor devotes much of his time to individual 
patients and groups in other parts of the hospital . 
Hets also in a training program o that much of his 
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energy and time go into this. It t s always a 
potentially satisfactory situation, but the fact 
that the doctor is in training l{eeps it on an arti-
ficial level so that he is never forced to assume 
full responsibility. 
Head Nurse B. Not satisfactory because the doctor 1s here 
only one~half hour daily for ward rounds--can 't 
a lways reach him Then he's needed . He should try to 
spend more time here to get to know patients better. 
Dr. B. Relationship with psyohia.tric nurse closer than that 
\'.rith nurse in general sertice.. lvhen unsat1 f a ctory, 
try to improve via attempts to discuss with nurse 
mutual difficulties and at.ternpt to discover obsta-
cles. If unsuooesstul• consider involving higher 
echelons (Director of Nurses and Clinical Director) 
ihich would possibly result in changing . the ward. 
The physician might have a blind spot which would 
result in a poor relationship. An unsatisfactory 
relationship might be due to personal difficulties 
of either (or both) nurse and doctor. When satis-
factory, there 1s an a.bili ty to accept one's role 
and talk more or less tree~y about peroe1ved 
threats, i.e., personalities of nurse and doctor1 
r e l ative freedom from incapacitating conflicts. 
Important to aoeept the fact that a nurse may handle 
patient better than the doctor because of her 
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particular sensitivity to patient (same may occur 
between nurse and aides). 
Head Turse c. Uot satisf'aotory ... -have four reside ts plu 
senior. Some better than. others. Some come in 
everyday so there is better communication and more 
help with patient problems . Othe~ I have to go 
out and look fo~·don • t ~· rite orders 1 tell patient 
he can go out but didn't wri t e orders. Sometimes 
senior is t .oo lenient with court cases. Sent 
patient out on errand without telling me . 
Dr. c. Satisfactory because of an ab ence of negative 
things.. Both of us are sincere in our effor·ts to 
help patients . ·Channels of communication are open 
for gripes. Both nurse and doctor understru1d the 
complex difficulties they are faced with and 
exercise a certain amount of patience with each 
othei'. 
Head Nurse D. Very good. He's very understanding, willing 
to listen, sees all points of view. I feel free to 
say anything to him. He's available most of the 
time; when he's not immediately available \'le leave 
message with operator and he calls baok within a 
short time. He has a regular time for ward rounds 
and he .meets with personnel regularly. 
d. What is your concept of a therapeutic ward atmosphere? 
What part does the psychiatric head nurse play in the 
creation and maintenance of such an atmosphere? 
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Head Nurse A. Enough personnel so t hey would have more time 
to be with patients. Cleanliness of ward. ecrea-
tiona.l room near t'lard whe.re groups of patients could 
engage in s ome activities. . Talk things over with 
employees during weekly meetings with them. 
Dr. A. Nurse must a llow patient to feel that he can be sick 
in the hospital, She takes her cue from the doctor 
and in this regard should be helped by t he doctor to 
show an attitude of aooeptanee, understanding, and 
interest toward the patient. Frequently, t he p tiem 
is trying to work out his feelings toward close rel. -
tives which he coul.d:n't do outside the hospital . 
_Through her attitude and helpfUlness , includi ng 
those qua.llties mentioned; the nurse ean give the 
patient support while he is doing this,. 
Head Nurse s. Harmony amongst personnel. Activities that 
bring patients together and occupy them. Appearance 
of patients should be kept clean. 
Dr. B. Where patient knows that nurse is concerned about 
him, that she will care , that she will have 
tt loving" attitude, but that she also will be eon-
trolling when the need for thi arises . The nurse 
plays the major part in this s ince she spends more 
time wit h patients, lives with them eight hours per 
day . She must be a giving person and remain aware 
at all times that she cannot ah1ays expect 
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gratification of her ol'm neeils by the patie 1ts . She 
should be able to keep along the lines described 
despite the constant rebuffs .and the arising tempta-
tiont to avoid involvement with the patients and to 
stop satisfying their unsatiable demands 1n order to 
reduce her own ~xiety. 
Head urse C. l>Jhen doctor tulks over with head nurse l'ihat 
he ents done with patients- -l'l'hen he informs the 
head nt1rse as to plan of care. Having recreational 
equipment. Having mox·e help so personnel oa.n spend 
more time with patients. 
Dr. c. It depen~s on kind of patients on a ard--differs 
for different kinds of patients. I have trie to 
separate patients according to diagnosis 1 depth of 
illnesa, extent. On the closed reoei vi:Jg .. ;ard for 
organic psychotics, court cases, and psychopaths 
there is more emphasis on security, observations , 
and medical care.. 'l'he psychiatric nurse 1a in 
charge to see that therapeutic atmosphere occurs. 
Even if a dootor were in charge he•d not be prese t 
enough during the day to replace the head nurse in 
t he creation and fUJ."lction of such an atmosph.ere . 
Rather the nurse l'lOUld oall on the doctor for 
guidance in decision as to the type of atmosphel~e 
to be created and how to maintain it. 
Head Nurse n. Added perBOl1nel so more t1me can be upent 
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uith patients--talking, listening. I, portc::'.ll.t to 
know backgroun.. of e':'~ch pat 1 ent • Cooperation w1 th 
co-\\TO.!'kers J aides , dooto., social i'lOr er·, tc. Know 
·· c~t io:ns of co-t'iorkers . 
Dr. D. Dl,s oussed :tn b.. Therapeutic iiTard atmosphere is the 
general way in l'Thich problems are handled. Con-
sistency 1n set of aims (not rules). For example, 
ground p~ivilege list--some patients heed to 1t, 
others don't--lack of atmosphere . Another atmos-
phere is approach to i ndividual patient--may do 
different thil'lgB tt~lth differe11t patients and till 
be consistent·• Don 1 t treat each patient alike , but 
have principles underlying treatment of pat!ent. 
May push one patient, go slouly t'l1th another 
patient; but h...av-e similar goal with both. ~e head 
nurse should communicate aims to personnel so all 
are familiar ~~1 th the goal. 
Summary and Observations of the Responses from Hospital .x. 
f{any facets regarding the rol.e o:t the psychiatric head 
nurse are descr.1bed in the above responses. Some of the 
aspeots of the role are cited aa follows: a.dminiatrator, 
observer, technical expert, psychotherapist, researuher, 
creator of therapeutic climate, housekeeper, ll1other figure, 
liaison person . The observer noted that most of these func-
tions were :actually beh:~g pel'"formed by these head nurses who 
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l ere s tudied. The physical and psycl1ologioal setting of the 
hospital seemed to encourage carrying out many ot the above 
functions. For example, administl .. ative duties were performed 
in the head nurse ' s office which has a desk, telephone. chair , 
etc . where she can do such things as write reports, make out 
assignments, order supplies, make necessary telephone calls, 
etc. It was noted that many teaching functions are carried out 
in t he office, i . e •. conferences with ward personnel and tudents 
during which patient and ward problems were discussed. Som~ of 
the head nurses used the a~signment schedule as a teaching 
technique by discussing with personnel anY new developments in 
relation to their assigned pati.ents . Ot hers made it possible 
for ward personnel to make roWJ.ds with the dootort following 
th1s with a conference when observations of patients and 
feelings toward them could be aired. There were frequent inte!'-
aotlons between the head nurse and patient(s) as well as be-
tween the head nurse and personnel . For the most part the head 
nurses kept their office door open while doing an1 desk work. 
· Consequently, both pat1enta and persolll1.el entered the office 
frequently to ask for information) look for support and raassur-
ance, or to request materials. Many of the nurse-patient 
interactions occurred on the ·ward proper as the head nurse 
engaged in activities with pat;ients or as she s ought out or 
ll 
was sought by a particular patient . 
The open-door poll cy on the ind.i.vidual wards appeared to 
be a reflection of the open- <loor poli cy of the admin1strato:rs. 
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The exampl.e ... et by m mbers of the l att (lr group as th .., .de 
•·rard rounds also seemed to be follot·fed by the head nurses . For 
example 1 as so~e of the ,dnd.nistrati ve personnel visited the 
V<rards, they E • ...,ked personnel a out lf..ard and patient problens ; 
they showect a genuine int~rest 1n these problems and discu.Esed 
with th head n'.lrse po<=1sible mew.s of solution; they appeRred 
to be unhurried so that bot h personnel and patients felt that 
the administrators were really 1ntereeted in them. This 
approach seeu ed to be emulate!d by the head nurses as they 
demonstrated thetr interest 1:n cari11g for pr;:.tieut s plus e. 
desire to work with personnel. 
The principle frustrating e ement N.ith ~- h.tch th..., head 
nurses had t o cope -..;as 111 their relatlonship ~Tith the ward 
doctor. nost o.f the head nurn~s felt t hat the doctor did not 
spend enough t:tme mak:tng hls rounds. l',.nd, even though they 
recognized the reality of hi_ '~imited time for this function, 
they r esent ec1_ not being able to t'lork more closely with him .• 
Sometimes this need was expr.essed as coming from the patients, 
i.e., t hat pa.tients had problems they i'rished to talce up .. ;1th 
the doctor but he WiS never there long enough~ As a result 
patients kept b:.:-1ng1r..g t hei r problems to the head nurse 1 s 
attention, and frequently nothing could be done ebout them 
until. the head nurse ocmld_ conta.ct the doctor. Even though the 
head nurse re li zed the demands lh1 ch the doctor t s training 
program and analysis a s 1..rell as t he treatment plan for patients 
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made upon him, she still resented his not being availabl when 
she needed him. 
This faot; that the doctor did not have much time to spend 
on the ward, mad him rnore dependent upon the information he 
received from the head nurse regarding the patients . It a 
noted that he relied a great deal upon her observations of the 
patient psychological and physi cal t atu before initiating a 
plan of treatment. I t is possible that the head nurse might 
unconsciously rsent this since most or t hem had received their 
training in the traditional setting where it was not the ousto 
1 for nur s to assume as much responsibility or initiative. On 
the other hand; it is possible that s ome head nurses might like 
the power they could hav 1n this situation. I t was al. o noted 
that, i n those ituations rhere there was a positive nurse-
doctor relationship the nurse was more acceptant of the re ity 
of the time he could spend on the 1ard. She felt th t when he 
was there he was helpful and interested , so she did not resent 
his long absences from the ward. 
The theme h1 ch runs throughout the responses to the 1 t 
three questions is that of emphasis on the interpersonal rela-
tionships which the head nurse has with patients and personnel . 
1 The administrators and doctors seemed to be better able to 
pecify their concept of a therapeutic ward atmosphere and 
t hei r ideas of what the head nurse should do than the head 
nur es were able to do . Some of the answers of the adnt1n1 -
trators and doctors seem to describe the ideal head nurse as a 
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11good " mother who has the attitudes listed under question d . , 
by respondent A· The head nurses seemed to believe that the 
real1 zat1on of their ideal role would allow them to spend mos t 
of their on duty t ime wit h patients and that this would result 
in a therapeutic ward atmosphere . 
Although members of the r espective groups do not believe 
that their expectations are being tully satisfied they feel 
tha t by working together and t alking t hings over they will be 
' able to meet their goal whieh is to rehabil1 tate and help a 
many patients as possible. 
B. Peroepti.ons. of the Role of' the Psyoh1atrio 
aead Nurse- -Hosp1tal Y 
1 . edi oa l Executives :. 
a . What funet1ons do you think psychiatric head nurse . 
perform? 
Dr. A•. Admin i s trative, i. e . t to make sure patient eats, is 
properly ca r ed. for , to help doctorJ supervise t'lard, 
coordinate program with o. T. , social worker. etc. 
Dr . B'. Nurse can do more psychotherapy than .can • D. 
because she is in constant touch ld .th patient s . 
b. What functions do you think psychiatric head nurse 
shoul d perform'? · 
Dr. A'. Nurse should be aware of her contribution to 
doctor --should have closer relationship with him. 
Nurse should be responsible for supervision of 
p tient s ' physical aare . Nurse has crucial position 
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b tween doctor and patient , should give patient rhat 
he needs prov1d1l'lg doctor grees . Jurse can ub-
st1tute for doctor in emergencies. i . e ., first aid, 
but should consult doctor for! guidance ~ Should 
carry out doctor' s orders . Should be able to 
tolerate certain behaviors of patient--must be able 
to be •mother., , •a eetheBJ't • • eto., any role patient 
places her but not to beootne a victim of .such roles. 
Selected qualified nurses could do group therapy . 
Dr . a•. Nurs should be able to use psyQhotber py 1n her 
approach to patient. 
c. wnat is your relationship with the psychiatric head 
nurse with whom you work? r.r it 1s satisfactory, uhet 
makes it s.o? If 1 t is unsat1s factory, what makes 1 t so 
and what do you think could be done to improve it? 
Dr. A'. Excellent-~based on the care she gives patient-- her 
attitude toward patients, personnel, relatives--her 
ot..m appearance and health first, it unsatisfactory 
because of negative elements of above. 
Dr. B' . I am more interested in nurses who are interested 
in psychiatric nursing; not as interested 1n those 
who are just doing a job. Establish personal rela-
tionship first,. then professional . Tr!y to help 
nurses underst and patients~ teach while making 
rounds. 
d . What 1s your concept of a therapeutic ward atmosphere? 
What part does the psyoh1atr1o head nurse play in the 
creation and maintenance of such an atmosphere? 
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Dr. A'. A therapeutic ward should contain certain movements 
or planning to enable each patient to do hat is 
within his ea.paei ty and 1nt rest--personnel doing 
things for pat1ents-•pat1ents should be doing some-
thing. Small group of patients should be parti-
cipating in an activity (electric shock treat ent, 
insulin, helping clean ward or caring for other 
patie ta, walking); groups should ha~e recreation 
periods , i .e., daneing, parties, movies . A psychia-
tric head nurse should put such a plan into opera-
tion so each group of' patients is given opportunity 
to help selves and then others. Nurse must report 
deficiencies to proper authorities . 
Dr . B•. Need peace and quiet . Need place to sit and talk 
11th patients.. Approach of personnel to patients 1 
important as well as pleum.i:ng for activities such 
as music and walks in the fresh air. 
2 . Nurse Executives: 
Quest ions a. and b. answered together . 
Mi A'. The psychiatric head nurs·e 1a a good housekeeper 
and administrator. She knows how to take care of 
patients, how to direct personnel in taking care of 
housekeeping duties. She should be able to teach 
others . Charge attendant should be responsibl 1th 
head nurse supervision .. 
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Miss B'. The psychiatric head nur se does the supervision 
and the teaching of students--she should make gre ter 
use of s t udents . 
c. vJhat 1s your relationship irllt h the psychiatrist lth 
whom you work? If it is satisfa ctory, t'lhat makes it s o? 
I f it is unsatisfactory, what makes it so and wh~t do 
you think could be done to i mprove it? 
r11sa A' • Doctors come in to talk about wards and nur es , 
mostly to compl ain but t hey're not as bad as t hey 
used to be . 
Mi s B'· ~ost of psychiatrists are quite cooperative . 
Nurses and psychiatrists should get together more 
in inservice staff education. 
d . What is your concept of a therapeutic ward at mosphere? 
What part does the psychiatric head nurse pl ay in the 
creation and maintenance of such an at mosphere? 
Mi ss A '. We need time for the head nurse to have conferences 
with attendants and students . Need pl enty of every-
t hi ng to wor k with . The head nurse should be under -
standing, talk with patients, and she should get 
along well wit h ward personnel. 
Mia a•. The head nurse is very important. She should 
have balance bet ween good administrative head nurse 
and one ho i s per missive . She must be able to set 
some l imit s . The key to a t herapeutic \'lard lies i n 
the kinds of relationships existing bet ween head 
nurse , personnel , and pat ients . 
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J. Psychiatric Head Nurses and Ward Psychiatrists : 
a. What functions do you think psychiatric head nurses 
perform? 
Head Nurse A'. I supervise work duty as much as possible 
and make sure things get done . 
Dr. At. The realistic element of the nurse~patient ratio 
influences present functions . The psychiatric head 
nurse now superficially observes patient behavior. 
Her om attitudes, feelings, likes, dislikes, etc . 
are involved in patient behavior. Mostly head 
nurses are trying to control patients. They are 
concerned about carrying out routine . 
Head Nurse B1 • My most important functions are to see that 
patients are fed, medicat ed, oared for , receive 
their treatmentsJ to help with students' t r,illing, 
a.nd to know that each patient is a system unto he!"-
self . We need some rules, but must be flexible. 
Dr . B'. i~dministrati ve functions. 
Head Nurse c'. Pla:nntng ass1gnments - -ouperv1sing to see 
that everyttung gets done 
Dr. D1 • Adm1n.1strati ve ... - assign duties and supervise to see 
that duti es are performed. Environmental- -house .... 
keeping kept up, equipment maintained. Pat1ents-~e 
that patients receive special attent.ion when it • s 
needed, i . e . , assign aide to ~mrk wi .th patient who 
is a feeding problem. Interdepartmental communica-
tions--ordering equipll!en~, supplie~, _e~e . Give 
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medications--discuss patients with doctor. Th 
psychiat~ic head nurse should maintain peace and 
harmony amongst personnel. 
Head NurseD'. Administrative--have to look after all 
patients. I am responsible for .medical and psychia-
tric problems and I report these to supe:rvi sor and 
doctor. 
b . What functions do you think psychiatric head nurse 
should perform? 
Head Nurse A • • I would like to spend more time with 
patients, students, and pe:r:-sonnel . I -would like to 
have a patient group when time will allou and my 
relationship with ward doctor is better. 
Dr . A.'. To establish a relationship with patient , to 
realize she represents authority figure to patient . 
To observe patient behavior--patients' reactions to 
eachother--oonvey these observations to doctor. To 
discuss with doctor how patient should be treated 
in regard to patients ·1 behavior. 
Head Nurse B'. Same as a.; my job 1s fo:r pat:tentst benefit, 
to see that they get what they need . 
Dr. B'. She should be able to relate to patients without 
becoming emotionally involved with patients ' pro-
blems. She should be able to delegate her author1ty 1 
I 
and free her time for more important things ; she .• 
should be a leader rather than a pushe:r; she should 
get along l'lell !fit h all personnel ; and she should 
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have time to knot patients individually, kno their 
problems . 
Head Nurse C' • She should see that all patients are well 
taken care of, that all treatments are done, and 
that they have enough food and clothing. 
Dr. C'. Tlle psychiatric head nurse should be responsible 
for attendants, teach them and have discussions . 
She should perform supervisory duties, and she should 
report e ergencies to doctor . 
Head Nurse D' • She should know what • s going on on the ward 
and keep doctor and administration office informed 
of patients• condition. If ward teaching must be 
done by me then I should have time for the teaching 
and be relieved o:f other duties .• 
Dr . D1 • The psychiatric head nurse should be alert to 
psychiatric and medical problems. She should report 
anything unusual to supervisor and doctor. She 
should be able to take care of all emergencies, and 
she should teach personnel on the ward . 
c . What is your relationship with the psychiatrist or with 
the psychiatric head nurse with whom you work? If it i 
satisfactory , what makes it so? If it is ·unsatisfaetory, 
what makes it so and what do you think could be done to 
improve it? 
Head Nurse At . It is not satisfactory. He has hi.s own 
ideas and doesn't give me satisfaction 1dth help on 
any patient problem. I feel what's the use, that I 
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ldll h ve to r i de things out until phys icians e 
services . 
Dr. A1 • Unsatisfactory. Nurse f r equently on defensive hen 
discussing patient•- this attitude may be due to f ear 
of er1t1c1sm. Satisfactory when I interpret to 
nurse whe.t r tm doing wit h pat ients . \•!hen I t ake 
time to establish personal r elationship first then 
a pos i tive pr ofes s ional relationship evolves . I t 
depends upon nurse ' s personality . Many nurses have 
little understanding of dynamios of behavior due to 
definite lack of preparation in this area . Some 
improvement could be made by using a weekly clinical 
meeting in which one patient is thoroughly discussed 
from all aspects of treatment dth the nurse parti-
cipating • . 
Bead Nurse B' . Not satisfactory with those who don 't ake 
ward visits long enough so I can ask ques·tions . I 
am not sure what the psychiatrist want s from me or 
from the patients. I have f'airly good relationship 
with t hose who take more ·time . 
Dr . B'. It i s satisfactory when nurse knows her patients 
and patients' problems and keeps doctol:' informed as 
to what goes on on the ward . I t is unsat1s~actory 
when nurse doesn •t know what's going on, when she 
looks to me fo r criticism, not help, when she 
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doesn't tal{e r esponsibility for events \·Jhi ch occur 
after she goes off duty. 
Head Nurse c•. It was n:nsat1sfaetory at first , but it has 
improved somewhat since I saw the hospital super-
intendent. I feel freer to ask him questions 
because he takes more time . 
Dr. c• . Satisfactory- -based on personality . If nurse is 
cooperative, it's o.k. 
Head Nurse D' . Satisfactory with chief of service. We 
feel free to say anything to each other, disagree 
often, but respect each other's opinion. It is 
unsatisfactory with ward doctor who feels he ' t he 
boss and has a superior authoritative attitude 
toward nurses. Don't feel free to talk things over 
with him. I feel that it would be helpful for 
nurses . and doctors to get together to talk things 
over. 
Dr . D'• Satisfactory, because orders I 've given have always 
been fulfilled. 
d . What is your concept of a therapeutic ward atmosphere? 
What part does the psychiatric head rn1rse play 1n the 
creati-on and maintenance of such an atmosphere? 
Head Nurse A' . A clean and wholesome atmosphere seems to 
help patlents ; a cluttered atmosphere seems to con-
fuse patients and employees. Jhen the doctor and 
head nurse have good relationship and discuss ard 
problems, this helps both pat1ents end employees . 
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Dr . A' • 1) o crowding . 2) 'I'eam vrorlc bett-;een all p e 1 s o1mel. 
~) Patients assigned to specific phys1ci~ns. Nurse 
should create an atmosphere of fair play . Establish 
goo r latj.onships with patients and all personnel 
( 1ncluo.1ng r1. D. ). Nurse could he traiued in group 
therap.r; and thereby contribute a great deal . 
Head urse B'. Employees should take time to talk with 
patients . . Hy job is to try to get personnel to be 
more interested in patients . Atmospher not relaxed 
because employees f~el they must always be on the 
go and do.ing things . 
Dr. B'. Iurse I described in b. can gu.ide and be t he key to 
good therapy. Has to knot<~ p· tients t1ell and should 
communi cate to doctor. 
Head Jurse c• . There should be time for employees to spend 
with patients i n activities patients would enj.oy, 
i.e., checkers, cards; they should have time to 
read to blind patients. 
Dr . c• . Hospital should have recreational facilities--a 
central recreational area. The psychiatric head 
nurse should teaoh attendant s hol'r to take care of 
patients . Personnel should be sympathetic and 
understanding, and should ha.ve time to listen to 
patients. 
Head Nurse D'. A t herapeutic l'rard has well tre.ine.d personnel 
who are interested in doi ng things wit h patients , 
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who talk to patient and listen to them , and \'Tho 
promote patient ct1v1t1es . P rsonnel should be 
s nsitive to patient 1 needs . The pat i nt should 
eome first . 
Dr . n• . Nur se shoul d tr-y to lessen fears of patients. She 
should be ble to convince the patient th t whatever 
is going to b done for him is for hi good. Her 
ct1on , in general, should convey to pat ient t hat 
she is interested in them and want s to hel p . She 
shoul d have knowlegge of Occupational Therapy and 
industrial th r apy and encourage p tient t o go . 
Summary and Observations of the Responses from Hospit l Y. 
The v ~ ried functions l'lhich the personnel of Hospital Y 
believe the head nurse a ctually per f orms indicate th t her role 
is complex one. They conceive that the head nurse funct ions 
primarily as an admi nistrator, then as potent! l psycho-
t herapist , liaison person, housekeeper, and t eacher. I t wa 
s tated that 11 of t he head nurse's roles should be carried out 
under the doctor' s direction, or t least with his knowl dge. 
Observations demonstrated t hat most of the functions which 
th.e head nur ses performed were of an adm1n1strat1 ve nat ure . On 
t hree of t he wards s tudied the head nurse's desk was locat ed on II 
the main ward thoroughfare .whil e on the fourth ard, the head 
urs had her own of fice . The liard t elephone ms locked in a 
cage on the all, and in most instance several feet removed 
from t he na.rse ' s dealt . Anytime that the head nurse ini ti t d 
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, or rece1 ved a telephone ca ll she had to lock and unlock the 
cage . The location of the desk allowed for many distractions 
and 1nt . rrupt1ons as the head nurse performed those dut1eo 
which requi~d her to sit tnere . There could be no privacy and 
t~hen the head nurse wished to have a conference with any of the 
p .rsonnel she usually held it in the linen room. 
It is quite possible that the continual interruptions 
\'lhich the head nurses had prolonged the time spent performing 
1 desk duties, and that f~quently the time required for writing 
reports, charting , or o;rderir.~.g supplies was doubled . One or 
' two of the head .n~rses stated that it was difficult for them 
to concentrate under these circumstances, that they would fre-
quently look around the ward, and that they would be able to o 
a more effective job 1f they had an office of their om. 
II 
Could it be that the location of the nurse' .. desk s 
a frustrating element in the nurse-doetor relationship? The 
time she could spend with him was frequently curtailed by 
patients who sought his attention. To an observer 1 t see e 
that both the nurs and dootor had reacted to this by m 1ng 
their communications with eaeh other a brief' and to the point 
1 as possible. Yet on the ward which had an office tor the head 
nurse other elements had created a similar kind of situation. 
Th doctor felt that the head nurse was on the defensive 
because she feared criticism. The head nurse felt that the 
doctor had little understanding of her problems; that he 
thought he alone knew all of the answers, and that he rarely 
0 
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consulted her ln regard to the treatment plan for patients . 
She retaliated by keeping busy in her office so he could not 
us 1t when he eame to interview a patient . She made a t wo• bed 
patient roo av 1lable to him for this purpose. 
I t ·w.as observed that the ward doctors mad brief visits to 
th ir respect! ve warda . Usually t he head nurs list d the 
busi ness she tdshed to discuss w1 t h hi.m so that their time 
toget her as spent discussing only these items . She rushed to 
finish certain details suQh as charting before he arrl ved, and 
if he appeared on t he ward wl1ile she was still working t the 
desk she always stood up. 
The observer felt that the ward keys were paychonoxiou to 
the patients. The personnel :tiore the keys on a cha in or rope 
· h1ch was t ied around the waist so that as they walked or moved 
about t he k y made gl'eat deal of noise:.• I t seemed that 
patient s would become annoyed by this constant :flaunting of 
the keys to the looked doors. Certainly t he obsener' orien-
tat ion that keys be h.andled as quietly end inconspicuously as 
possibl lest the patients look \lpon personnel as j ailors 
influenced this feeling . 
The amount o! informal on the spot teaching which wa 
observed was minimal. Rarely did a head nurse t tempt to help 
any of the personnel try t o understand t he pos.sibl e reasons f or 
a. particul a r kind of behavior expressed by one or more patients . 
Nor were there noted any efforts to help an aide or s t udent 
nnder stand his feelings toward part i cular patients . There was 
no y of kno ing whether this 1 ck was in part due to oert 1n 
r listie demands upon the head nurse's time. I t might be more 
reaction to some of her frustrations. For e.xampl , if the 
;ra.rd doctor did not care enough about her to help her tf1th her 
job, to take more of an interest in the ward. and the patients, 
to spend ore time with her then t'lhy should she care about her 
p rsonnel as long as they app ared to be doing a satisfactory 
job? 
Many of the off-the-record remarks made by the docto 
indicated that they frequently reacted to the head nurse on 
the basis of their own frustrations to the lack of an acti ve 
teaching program. They seemed to feel that they were not being 
helped to learn psychiatry, that their presence in the hospital 
was only to give orders in relation to the necessities of 
patient oar • T.hey stated that it would be helpful if the 
nurses and doctors could get together to discuss mutual probl 
and attempts toward solution, but no one has yet taken any steps 
in this direction. Rather they seem to think that any change 
II of this situation is so far removed from the present that 
they'll continue to do the best they can in taking care of the 
p .tients. 
The above disou sion indicat s that a major problem with 
l'lhich t he personnel of Hospital Y are concerned is th.at ot 
interpersonal relationships. The expectations of the nur . e and 
doetor groups as well as the administrative personnel are not 
, being f'ul.filled either in their relationships ith one another 
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and w1th pctients, or \'lith the hospital. It 1s import t to 
note here that a new medical administrator was appointed 
shortly before t his study was begun. The per sonnel have high 
hopes that he dll be able to improve the s1 tuation by estab-
lishing more act1V'e teachi ng program .for the staff as well as 
more active treatment program for the patient s . 
III . Relat1onsh1R .Between Time Factors and Perceptions 
Even within the same 1nst1 tut1on there are d1 fferenees in 
concepts which tends to show how the 1nd1 vidual philosophy II 
h1ch a person has developed affects his concept and inter-
pretation of r oles . The facts 1n relation to time can be 
clearly seen in Table I 1n relation to the amounts of time 
g1 ven t o the various categories·• The s1gn1f1canoe of the e 
1n terms of re.nk orde~ can be seen in Table II. 
The Hospital X doctors desire more communi cation with the 
head :nurse but they realize that their commitment$ in regard 
, to time factors pr,vents this . They desire to work with the 
head nurse . These doctors have the concept that their role i 
a therapeutic rather than a managerial one . 
The doctors of Hospital Y also desire more communication 
w1th the head nurse , but for the p~rpose of directing her 
act1Yit1es 1n relation to ward and patient management. Although 
both the head nurse and doctor groups at Ho pital Y f eel the 
eod for more communication, they shy away from it since it 
has not been sat is f actory. These groups seem to be moving in 
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a fo~ard direction, however~ since they are aware of the 
problems and of some of the possibl solutions . They are 
verbalizing these problems among t .hemselves 1 and qhen they get 
together they will probably f1nd that the problems are not so 
insurmountable . 
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CHA.PTER IV 
SUHMARY, coNcLusto lS , REco. rmNDATIONS AI>JD 
PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Based on the techniques used in carrying out this study, 
i . e . , use of the open-end questionnaire. participant observa -
tion , and a survey of the 11 te:rature , oerte.in conclus ions can 
be drawn. 
~ummar;y: 
I t was stat ed at t he beg:tnn1:ng (see P • 1 ) that specia lized 
, groups have been able to define t he1r roles on the basis of the 
funct ions t hey perform. Since the role of psychiatric nurse 
has n ot been clee.rly def'ined the purpose of this s tudy was to 
clariry the role of the head nurse in a large s t ate psychiatric 
hospital . 
The observations m de of eight head nurses in two large 
state mental hospita l s revealed that their f unctions could be 
classi fied according to t he following five categories : 1) 
adm1n1stre.tive duties in the office. 2 ) administrative o.utiea 
out of t he office or o.ff the war d, ) ) time spent wi t h pa.tient s , 
4·) time spent with doetoi>s , and .5) time spent with personnel. 
A questionnaire 1·1as used 1n order to learn how the head nurse , 
ward doctors, and nur se and doctor execut ive personnel think 
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th head nurses spend their time and how they think head nurses 
should spent their time. 
Another section of the questionnaire was u ed with the 
se.me groups so that qual.i tat1 ve information could be obtained 
r lative to their concepts of the following : the real and ideal 
functions of psychiatric head nurses, the factors involved in 
the head nurse-doctor relationship, and the factors involved in 
creating and maintaining a therapeutic ward environment . 
The~e was general agreement among all of the personnel ot 
both hospitals in relation to the questions asking hot-r the head 
nurse does and hould spend her time. The specific qu tita-
ti ve differences (see Table I) were due to a variety of reasons 
such as diff erences in philosophy and. orientation of the two 
institutiolw , self expectations of both doctors and nurses, end 
discrepancies between these self expectations and the goals or 
aspir~t1ons of the individuals and the institutions to which 
he bela :~gs. Other factors which might have influenced the 
quantitative statements of time are the experiences of the 
individuals and feelings of one group toward another, for 
example, feel1 s between nurses and doctors. 
•he areas of agreement may be summarized as follow : 
1 . A psychiat1"1c head nurse should spend less time per-
f orming ad.ministrative dutie~ in her office (or at her I 
desk since not all of the wards had an office for her}. 
lthough the perceptions and spirations of this 
t ime f actor are twice as much for the Hospital Y 
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personnel a for the personnel of Hospital X, both 
groups indicate agreement 111 th the above statement. 
2 . A psychiatric head nurse should spend less time in 
carrying out an:y ad.m1n1strative dutie which require 
her to leave the ward. 
The personnel of Hospital X eXpress higher per-
ceptions and aspirations than do those of Hospital Y 
yet the specific :figures indicate that all the per-
sonilel would like this time f'aotor to be less tl-lall 
they thinl{ it actually is. 
J. A psychiatric head nurse should spend rnost of her 
on- duty time with pa.ti ents • 
.Again the Hosp1 tal X p~rsonr.~.el have higher 
perceptions and aspiratio s in this area than do the 
personnel of Hospital y. The closes·!; speci f ic agree- 1 
ment of desired tim is ex ressed by the doctor at 
both i sti tut1ons . It is interesting to ote the 
Hospital X nurses picture themselves as spending les 
ti e 1-.ri th pat ient than \'as actually observed. The 
Hospital 1. nurses made a . peroeption h1ch is muoh 
greater than was observed. The administrators and 
head nurses ot Hospital X express almost the ame 
a spireQ. time factors as do the administrators and 
head nurses of Hospital Y. Although all of the people 
interviewed feel that the head nu1•se should spend 
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more time with patiE>..nts there is some .d1sagreement 
regarding sp- c1fic proportion of time . 
4 . A psychiatr~c hee.d nurse should spend more time with 
the doctors. 
There is a close correlation bet\..reen the state- I 
ments of perceived and desired time byte Hos· ital X 
per s o mel l'I1 th the l atter time factors expressed a s 
being slightly higher than the antec edent . The 
nurses at Hospital Y perce ive that they spend more 
time wi.th the doctors then was actually observed, and 
tlley desi r the most t~.me of a:ny of the groups i n ter-
viewed . 
5. A psychie:tria head nu rse nm1 spends enough ti e with 
pe cannel. 
The groups at bot h hospi tals pe.rce1ve that the 
head nurse spends enough time 1rJith personnel . Yet 
bot h t he percei ed time and the desired time are much 
greater than the actual obser ved time . Therefore, 
eac group really expects tle nead nuvse to spend 
mor e t .1me 1-Ji t h per s o nel t han sh . actua~ly does . 
Conclus ions 
There i s cons stency in rel ation to the role or the 
psychiat r ic hee.d nu Ee in regard. t o patient care . ::!he is 
responsible for establ1sr..lng good :n.urse- pat1ent relations 
both in respect to her om i nteractions with patients and her 
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guiding of personnel in their reactions to patiel'lts . The 
differences expressed in relation to her rol e are in how she 
s hould go about this. The differences in point of view betwe~ 
the two hospitals are mor e of degree than of actual conflict . 
The Hospital Y personnel feel that the head nurse operates 
more in terms of managerial function. 'J.•he ·Hospital X per-
sonnel conceive of' tbe head nurse as performing more of a 
t herapeutic role. 
The role of the psychiatric head nurse i s changing. The 
personnel of Hospital X seem to have moved farther along in 
accepting this change . Therefore the psychiatric head nurse 
plays a more active role here. 'l'he doctors and administrators 
ot Hospit al X have been able to spell functions out on the 
basis of their observations of what the head nurses actually 
do. By the same token, the personnel of ospi tal Y base part 
of their concept of the head nurse•s role on their observa-
tions of what the nurses do. The head nurses have not yet 
reached the stage of being able to verbali ze these new func-
tions as well as they oan carl"Y them out . The facts have 
shown that the head nurses in this study have had much l e s 
formal study than either the doetol"s or administrators which 
might account i n part fo.r the di fferences 1n ability to 
verbally and spont aneously describe roles. 
The definit ion of the role of psyehiatrio head nurse 1 
st i l l an evolving one . Based on both the analysis of the time 
f actors and the perceptions of her role the following concept 
------
- -
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of her role see s to be emergi ng . She is a specialist ho 
possesses a specific body of lmowledge obt ained trolJl l) 
experience tith patients which ha been made memungtul 
through her study of patients from exchange of ideas and per-
ceptions i n s taff meetings or other para.di s ciplinary exchanges ,' 
and through the weighting of her approaches to patient which 
have expedited or slowed up their r ecove.ry; 2) from continued 
study of the developments 1n t he field of psychiatry and the 
dynamics of human relations; and 3) from some \fell supervi ed 
experience both in psychiatric nursing and in adnlini trat1on . 
The psychi trio head nurse should be able t o function as a 
teacher, a nurse therapist; an administrator, a technical 
expert, a participant in r esearch, an observer of pat ients ' 
physical and. psychological conditions, and a liaison person. 
The extent to which a psychiatric hea.d nurse i s abl e to 
carry out any of the above functions is largely determined by 
the philosophy of the i nstitution in which she is e ployed. 
The dat a demonstrates that the nurs es a t Hospital X are better 
able t o f unction in the ideal role defined above than are the 
" nurses a t Hospital Y. The philosophY of Hospital X may b e 
descr ibed a dynamic and progressive insofa r the adminis-
trator believe i n the ability of nurses to make a meaningfu1 
contribution to the teaching, treatment , and research a et1v-
1t1es of the hospital . Thi s 1s a belief that i s put into 
practice , and all of the per sonnel continue to work to ard 
its fulfil lment . The f a ct that the doctors at this hospi t al 
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consider the nurse to be partners in pl anning the treatment 
program for patients indi cates one of the effects of the 
hospital philosophy. 
This i in marked conti'ast to t he belief and praotiee at 
Hospital Y where, instead of looking pon the nurse a 
colleague; the doctors consider her to be the agent for 
cattry1ng out their orders . However, as has been previously 
mentioned . the change of administration at this hospital 111 
undoubtedly bring about a change of: philosophical. . orientation. 
In conclusion it oan be stated that on the basis o£ the 
data obtained from two hospi tala the role of tne psych1atr1o 
head nurse is largely determined by the philosophy of the 
institution. Different. hospitals \dll place the emphasis on 
the f unctions of teacher, co-ordinator, administrator and/or 
nurse therapist. 
.? 
'!J.· 
Recommendations 
Based on th findings of this study the following 
recommendations are made for possible improvement in the 
definition of psyeh1atrio nursing : 
1 . Each inst1 tution needs to examine 1 t . own ph1l osop:tcy-
end thos f otors w1th1n the situation hioh eon-
tribute t ·o or interfere VJ"ith the functioning of the 
role of the ps;vehlatrie head nurse. 
2 . ur e 1 doctor, administrative groups need to examine 
the emerging role of the psychiatric head nurse to 
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·, 
learn what they can do to help 1ts development. 
J . Nurses themselves need to become better interpreta-
tors, not only through actions but through verbali-
zation. 
I.J.. Ther needs to be a freedom from prejudice and an 
attitude to ard t esting out some of these emerging 
concepts of l:"Qle which \till help to define the role 
on the baa.is of tested facts • 
Proposals f<.1~rther Stugy 
1 . A atudy and further ana.l;rs1s of head nu.rse activities 
t o ascertai n what activities could be delegated to 
ancilliary personnel. 
2 . A study including a wide sampling of rne~tal ho pi tal 
to learn the effects of administrative 'philosophy on 
the role of the head nurse. 
3 . A study of the effects of head nurse•doctor communi• 1 
cation (or lack of} on patient care. 
4. A study of recru1 tment and length of service of 
psychiatric. head nurses in hosp1 tala which have 
active treatment, teaching, and research programs 
as contrasted with those hospitals which do not. 
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.APPE1~DIX 
HOSPITAL X 
Head I.engt ll of 
Nurse Psychiatric 
_ffil1et1.on 
Advanced Experience 
Academic Since 
rsper tion Gr&duat1on 
A None lone 
B 3 months l.Jone 
c Post Grad- 4 credit 
uete, 3 
months 
Private 
duty--lead 
Nurse 
Head Nurse 
l years 8 
month 
Staff 
nurse, 
general 
hospital, 
~ months 
..-
Experience 
in Psy-
chiatr.lc 
Nure1ng 
15 years 
1 year, 
8 months 
l year, 
6 months 
D .3 onths Head urse, l year, 
General 8 months 
Hospital; 
1 month 
Psyohia-
trio Hosp1-
tal, 1 year, 
8 months. 
--
- ---- --
Length of 
Service on 
Present Unit 
1 year 
1 ye""r, 
8 months 
1 year, 
6 months 
1 year, 
8 months 
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APPEl! DIX 
.. , 
I HOSPI'i'AL y ~ 
----iiead-J Length of Advanced Expe ri <:.• 1oe Experience Length of 
Nurse Psychiatric Academic Since in Psy- Sel:"'"v-i c e on 
Aff11 i£rt ion 'rap,.rc;;.tio Groc,d.t.w.t .1. on oh1at r1o res nt Unit 
~!ursing 
A' Trained at None Staff 2 year s , 2 year s, 
nur ... e , 9 months 9 mo· ths 
Gener&l 
hospital, 
F_lvate 
duty 
B•· 3 month None staff 5 mont hs s months 
nurse , 
General 
Hospital, 
Private 
c1uty 
C' 3 mont hs None Head Nurse 5i year s si years 
D' 3 r.tonths None ~taff 10 years 2 years , 
nurse 2 mont hs 2 months 
